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Gary Mollohan 
slays In tip top cardio 
shape Ih rough the 
use of his WES 
power ped works 
cul his forearms 
and biceps through 
miens# bouts of 
Samba De Amigo, 
and line lungs 
his kung4u like 

concentration through marathon gaming 
sessions oh Activision's Kaboom Gary is 
l ight years ahead of in e Wii fitness prog ram. 
He's working on a Retro Game Fitness video, 
lhat will be available only in VHS format. Gh 
yeah, he also writes about Video games. 

Greg Wiicox ts fin 
imparl game expert 
specializing in the 
Japanese gaming 
scene. When asked 
why ihe Xbox 360 is 
performing so pooFly 
in Japan he answered 
with a Japanese 
proverb - A fog cannot 
be dispelled by a fan -uhhb, we're noi sure 
what that means exactly but one thing is lor 
sure, Greg's newest installment of Wade in 
Japan proves with out a doubt lhat he is the 
Schwab when ii comes to import gaming 

Kristina Ports has an 
incurable passion for video 
games and owns more 
games than other women 
have shoes, White she 
has a speoiaf affinity for 
Japanese games, she's 
never met a game that 
she dmn't want to try. She 
has, however, me! a few 
She later wanted to burn 

to smoldering piles of plastic. In her never-end¬ 
ing quasi to turn her brain into a thrvta book. 
Krishna's researched and written on all aspects 
of gaming, so she might just teach you gaming 
guys out there a thing or two. 

Michael Thomasson is one of the most widely 
respected videogame historians in the 
videogame field today. -He currently teaches 
college level videogame history, design, and 
graph ics courses and is the founder and 
preside.'!! of the highly respected Good Deal 
Games videogame database H is historical 
columns have been distributed worldwide- in 
newspapers and magazines. He has atso 
published games for several consoles 
including Sega 00, Coiecovision, CC-i and 
Vac I rex. Check out his amazing website at 
www.goocfdeafgames com 
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-A Complete NES "Black Box" original line-up (all boxed and mosliy mini Slack-Up still has it's cellophane on.) 

-An original, boxed Alan 2600 “woody" 6-switth VCS new rn box from 1927- 

-Promos (200+ Game T-shirts from the 80Ls io 2002 1000's of Game publications (EGM.. Nintendo Power. Fun Club News. NextGen. many of the @0Ls megs 
and Video Gam* Collector of course! On a side note l have my Nintendo Power subscription paid up until September 2016 (632?) :P 

■All Golecovision Expansion Modules. #1 (Atari VCS), #2 (steering wheel w/Turbo), #3 (Roller Controller w/Slither) and the Super Action Controllers wf Super 
Baseball in iheir origmal mrint/unopenad boxes. 

-I don't normally try lo complete any console's software line-up. 1 collect a lot of what tends to show up on top Id lists end in a few case? I might have 
grabbed a game because it was decent and on the clearance rack, I am very picky about Ibe condition of my games, 1 rarefy buy used and never from prior 
rentals if I can hetp il, I would say about 9G% or my collection is near mint. 

Best find in the wild; 

Back in 1998 I was working at a Babbage's store and we had someone walk In wi|h a large crate full of Sega Master System games 
After leilmg him Ihat we unfortunately didn't take back games for that system He dropped the box at my feet and walked out. I claimed the box as my own 1 
would have shared with my fellow co-workers, but no one else in She store owned or even knew what a SMS system was. There ware some great games in 
there including a complete Phantasy Star. 

Also. I landed a gig as a CD-i beta (ester for PIMA and reviewer for CO-i World magazine back in 1992. I was sent nearly ISO free games including Ihe infa¬ 
mously bad Zelda games! I'll admit I had la fudge some of Ehe reviews to make Ihem sound like decent games, but hey, free is always good, right? 

Words of Wisdom; 
I would say lo first time collector's, if you are planning on going for a large collection keep rn mind it may not stay in your parent's basement forever. Nothing 
Easts forever including your storage area Be prepared lo move your collection if need be. 
It may cost you hundreds of dollars in Ulraul rentals, gas. and plastic totes, it wilt exhaust your friends and family (apologize? la Tim and Pal! -Thanks guys'). 
During mid-move i heard things like “why no I collect stamps?* and “Fd$% Ihese magazines are heavyp 

Wants; l would Sove to own a pinball machine. Either De(a East's Star Wars or The Simpsons pinball would be greet! ( also wanl lo make a MAME cabinet, 
but in order for eilher of these Ihings lo happen I really need more space. I have also been intenested in collecting more Japanese games 8 systems. 



Atari is working on a brand-now Alone in 
Tbe Dark title uniquely named Atone in me 
Dark The series that put survival rionor on 
the map is reluming to multiple consoles 
with a title sel in contemporary Central Park 
New York. As Courtl Royd used to say, "It's 
gonna be a scary one. kids?" 

Hudson will release Bomberman Land tor 
Lbe Wit, PSP and DS systems. Combining 
today's multiplayer gaming technology with classic game design is certainly keeping this 
series fresh as it enters its 2&th year of existence 

Because Star Wars is torever and nol just a classic phenomenon, you need to show your love 
tor the force by wearing some or the new shirts being offered by urbanoutfitters.com. Instead 
o1 a T-shirt with Darth barter or R2-D2 printed on them. these make you aclually took like them 
(well, sorts). 

Electronic Arts has been busy with a few games with classic ties Due out this year are The 
Sims 2 Free Time in which Sims wilt be taking up hobbies tike model railroading end bird 
watching and The Sims Castaway Stories, where they will interact with istand natives and 
monkeys. Both titles will be released on PC. 

Sega files one in Ihe together again, tor the first time department wilh the Nintendo DS title Mario and Sonic at ihe Olympic 
Gamas. This game features new events exclusive to the handheld version (the 1 Qm platform diving and cycling). At long fast 
ihe question, ‘Can a monkey play tennis?" will be answered. Sega Superstar Tennis features not only AiAi horn Super 
MonkeybaN lame, but Ulate of Space Channel 5, Amigo from Samba De Amigo' and of course classic icon Sonic the 
Hedgehog from games, com to books and TV fame 

Not since the Power Gtove has a Nintendo accessory seemed as 
intriguing as the Wn fit. With [he Nintendo Wli Fit 
players stand on. a board that detects movement as they perform 
various "exercises" which range from yoga lo soccar 
Nintendo continues its tolf-on assault in ihe console wars with strong 
litles with Classic roots like Super Smash Bros. Brawl arid Pilolwmgs 
for the Wti tn the continuation of another greal series, Nintendo is 
releasing Advance Wars: Days of Ruin for the DS, 

Konami continues to refine its classic Revolution games with new 
releases Dance Dance Revoluitqn. Disney Channel Edition and 
Karaoke Revolution, American idol Encore for multiple platforms 
And yes, Hannah Montana is featured In the Disney game tor 
(hose of you who weren't able lo score irckels to her sotd-oul 
concert tour, 

Chessmester fans, will have a new title to look lor earfy ihis year on Xbox Live when Chessmesler Live hits. The 
game will feature Voice-chat and Live 
Vision capabilities for head-to-head 
matches, We certainly couldn't do that kind 
of thing with the first Chessmaster game lor 
the a-bit computers, that's tor sure. 



Tiger Eleclronics released a NIGHTS Ihemed handheld electronic game, but even Tans of the series iry to forget 
teat particular fiasco in the franchise. 

Fans of the game and character could only obtain minute portions 
of the Sega cefebrily within mini-games dwelling within Sonic Pinball 
Party (GBA), Sega SuperStars (PS2), and Sonic Adventure The 
NiGHTS character was also unlockeble in Some Shuffle (Dneamcast). 
upcoming Sonic Riders: Zero Gravity- 

Sonic Riders (multi-platform) and the 

Archie Comics, publisher of the excellent Sonic the Hedgehog comics, released two three-issue comic book 
mini-series continuing the tale of NIGHTS into Dreamy, but it didn't became a regular series. 

tn late February of 2008, the original NiGHTS into Dreams, is being re-publi&hed for the Playstation 2 console. U will 
contain Ihe premiere Saga Saturn NiGHTS game in its original form and also have a new re-imagined version complete 
with updated graphics and a 16:9 ratio wide screen presentation 

Nights 
Appearances 

In 1996, Sega's Sonic Team tel fly NiGHTS into Dreams onto the Sega Sat¬ 
urn, gaming console. Produced ami programmed by Sonic creator Vufi Islaka, 
NiGHTS revealed an original and unique sensation of flight accompanied by 
a new unique Saturn controller, 

In the game, you control Eriiot or Danis, 
two young teens whose dreams of playing 
basketball and singing went terribly awry 
After being humiliated, they each retreat 
into the magical dream realm, fn their 
dreams, they can combine with an impris¬ 
oned acrobat allowing for fantastic feats and 
maneuvers such as the popular "Paraloop.' Together, they team-up to defeat. his creator 

and captors Wizeman and Reala. who have plans to take control of Nightopia and 
eventually the reel wortd, 

The game was highly regarded within the industry, and became a favorite to those that played the game for the Sega 
Satem worldwide. The demand for a-sequel from fans has been strong, and Sega was even working on an official 

sequel decades ago for the Saturn, referred to m-house as Air 
NiGHTS, The project was eventually moved to the Sega Dream- 
cast, and then scrapped altogether much to fan dismay and outcry, 
The motion sensing technology originally meant for the NiGHTS 
sequel was later used in Samba de Amigo in the form of a maraca 
controller. 

Now NiGHTS has finally relumed to the skies again, in the form of 
Journey of Dreams, on the Nintendo Wii platform. Using the Wh'sJFmotion 
sensing controller, the unique Saturn analog controller is paid a /respectful 
homage by allowing the player to fluidly glide, spiral and loop. 

Similar to the originat, the prayer blasts through rings, collects blue/chips and 
gathers orbs while Itying high. New to the latest incarnation is the/ability to obtain 
special power-ups, known as Persona Masks, lhat allow for trams-/formation into a 
dolphin, a railcar, a boat, a dragon, or even e rocket. 

The original NiGHTS characters, Elliot Edwards and Claris/Sinclair, have been 
replaced by new protagonists. William Taylra and Helen Gart-/''wnght. The character 
NiGHTS remains the androgynous jester stiil battling with ihe//Nsghimaren created by 
viiiainWizemsn the Wicked 

Sega intentionally planned ihe lead NiGHTS character Tto be neither 
distinguishabiy masculine nor feminine from the beginning. It was done so lhat I 
either gender pfaying tee game could more easily associate with the character. 
However, with the character donning a purple leotard and pink booties, ii as obvious lhat 
the jester in queslion leans toward a certain direction 

Over the years, NIGHTS has made several appearances but was 
never awarded a direct sequel until now. 



While (he rrnorfll being offered in. the original 
NiGHTS was about conquering one's fears, 

f She sequel. Journey of Dreams, is about 
(he importance of family, and how becam- 

; ing an adoiascnnt changes relationships 
tie tween parents and children. Sega even 

brought in reknown psychologist Karl Young 
to help steer the direction of the concept 

V The Artificial Life feature from the first game 
makes a return on the Wii as 'My Dream ' 

w This sandbox environment allows the 
IL psayer to capture, raise, combine 

virtual pets similar to Sonic 
Adventure's Chao 

mf Garden The dream- 
world s weather wifi 

™ also mimic realtime weather thanks to 
updated realtime online information being delivered 

jV- by the Wii Weather Channel, 

Many rabid Tans had given up hope over the years. 
essuming that an official sequel to NiGHTS would never 

l materialize and become more than just a dream. 

B Finally, the NiGHTS sequel, Journey of Dreams, Is a 
dream no more. So, wake up and go give your local 

retailer 50 smackers for admission. And remember, blue 
chips are not considered legal tender outside of (he dream 

woddf 
^ - Michael Tbomasson 

Nights 
Controller 

the earliest days of video gamirtg. moat 
systems (such as She Atari 2600} used 
ansJog style controllers. However, the nexl 
generation of systems mat arrived after 
Atari, including tee Nintendo Entertainment 
System, featured controllers with a digiOl 
4-way directional pad or d-pad This styfe of 
controller became Ihe norm for newer 
succeeding generations of hardware and analog 
conlraJ became a (hmg of the past However, the 
unique controller packaged with NiGHTS (a clear 
precursor to (he siimlerly-styled Dreamcast controller) 
featured both a d-pad end an analog style control stick. 
The updated analog stick allowed for varying levels Of 
pressure that translated Into greater movement precision 
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At Classy Gaming Expo 2007 Good Deal Games said farewell to two friends that have resided in our vaults for almost a decode - the only Known copies of 
Capcom's Major Damage and Werewolf; The Apocalypse For years we'd bean trying to negotiate the rights to publish these tiites but unfortunately came to 
me realization that an agreement with Capoom would never materialize ll was lime to “set them free" into the public in hope lhat they would find new homes 
and in lime. Sind new friends. 

In late 1996. Capcom of Japan decided to cancel all US development for ihe Saturn, This put an end to Major 
Damage, Werewolf' [he Apocalypse and a third tide rn development, Fox Hunt. 

Major Damage featured three-dimensional rendered sprite graphics similar (t> Nintendo's popular Donkey 
Kong Country and played a bit Ilk® SNK's Metal Slug senes or Koaami's Conira You could choose to play 
as Major Damage himself or his trusty sidekick Carnage The prototype, dated June 14 th '96, hadi three 
playable levels wilhm the “Cnme Ci!yr stage. 

Werewolf: The Apocalypse was based on the traditional role-playing game by White Wolf, Inc., ihe creators 
of Ihe more popular Vampire The Masquerade. The videogame was 3D rendered and featured an 
isometric view from above The story took place in a modem world wilh concrete buildings similar to our 
own, but where supernatural elements, such as the existence of werewolves, are present You control 
Garou, a shapeshifter that can transform between werewolf and human form, 

These prototypes -were only playable on a modified Saturn or with the use of the very rare Saturn 3rd 
parly developer launch disc (which was also auctioned off during CGE). A launch disc allows a regular 

(non-devetopmeot Sega Saturn) unit to bypass the boot software and launch games burned to regular cd-rom 

The primary mission of Good Deal Games Is one of game preservation and since publishing these games was not an option the prototypes were auctioned 
off. On July 29th, 2007, we handed over Werewolf; The Apocalypse along with the Saturn 3rd Pady Developer Launch Disc to Video Game Collector 
subscriber lows M. Mioicozzi, III for a mere S550. Louis, a vary prominent 
attorney in Nevada, is also an avid collector with an extensive collection 

Major Damage sold for S290 at the CGE auction but the high bidder flaked so it 
journeyed back to New York with us The Digital Press forums filled with 
inquiries about the auctions following the show. After we mentioned that wa still had 
possession of Major Damage, we quickly received an offer for $490 and Ivan Meckihg, 
operator of Segacollection.Qam and Segadalabase.i>et, now counts the prate among his 
many acquisitions, 

The Sega Saturn still has a hardcore following, end even those deeply 
entrenched In the system today were surprised te hear that both Major Damage and 
Werewolf. The Apocalypse existed at all. ll is certain thai playable 
prototypes exist Tor many “long rumored" titles and possibly Oven titles that 
announced. 

For instance, did you know that Capcom had a second version of Resident Evil that 
was unreleased and totally scrapped before they started over and later released 
what is now recognized as Resident Evil 22 

Whatever became of Fake Down, designed by Akira arks! Kat&uhiro Olomo. or 
Kumite, Ihe unreieased martial ads lighting game to be published by Konami? 
Hudsonsoft premiered Miracle and Bandai displayed Millenium Fire at 
past Consumer Electronics Shews. Those demos have lo be 
somewhere. 

There were also games siarted for tha 
Saturn that eventually found 
homes on other systems. 
For example, Playstation 
titles like Fighting Force and 
Ninja, the PC pod of Descent 
or even the popular Return Fire 
originally created for the 3DO? 
Surely Technosoft started work 
on Thunder Forte VI ter Ihe Sega 
Saturn before setting Ihsi 
on the Qreamcast 
a: so never saw a release 
untimely demise. 

Wouldn't it be a real coup if one of Video 
Game Collector's readers had in then 
possession e copy of Konami's Saturn 
Metal Gear or one of the three different 
versions of the unreieased Sonic 

- Mc/iaei1 TTwmasson 
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started planning its next system which wobld become k n own • a sit 
the media with discussions about their future consOIe many g arfiers• decide drth|tttaH 

already dead. Sales of the system dropped immensely, third party developers1 caneeli’ert ;majw 
Saturn titles and major retailers felt burned yet again (previously Sega stopped supporting the! 
CD and 32X after only a short while), Towards the end of 1997 the sales of the Saturn were nWrlyfar 

a stand still and a number of high profile games were abandoned. 

In 1998 the Sega Saturn released a total of five games. These five titles are sought after by 
collectors the world over Not only are these the last five titles released for the Saturn but they are 

arguably some of the best titles available on the system. An impressive send-off for the Saturn, these 
games show what the Saturn could have been. From RPG’s to platformers Sega's strong suit has 

always been its games and with this group it’s easy to see why. 

- Trevor "Zumafire ' Niebrzydoskt 



Action Max: The perfect Christmas gift for the 
bra tty ktd who didn't deserve an NES 

ACTION MAX CHECKLIST 
,38 Ambush Alley 
Blue Thunder 

. .Hydrosub: 2021 
Rescue of Pops Ghostly, The 
Sonic Fury 

History:Adventure Vision was a tabletop system released by Enlex Adventure Vision 
(a major player m (he handheld-gaming biz o( (he '80s) around the Manufacturer: Enlex 
same time as the Veche*. with an even weirder screen than the Release Date: 1982 
Vectrex's vector monitor The AVs 6 VST x 4 V dot-main* display 
was generated by a column of 40 red LE Ds. and a spinmhg mirror which magically turned 
(hat single column into 150 columns, displayed at a migraine-generating 15 ‘frames* per 
second. 
Playability:Poor. There are only four games in the AV‘s library, aH of them coin-op 
conversions, three of (hose coin-ops virtually unknown, one of thoso coin-ops 
(Defender) a pack-m, and none of Ihem much fun. (Thera's a wee bit of irony in teat (he top 
of (be Adventure Vision has exactly four cart storage slots.) 
Collectibility: Sky-high. A system which sold for $69,95 in 1982 rouirnely fetches four 
figures in 2007. Steven Read. Ihe proprielar of miniarcade.com. recently sold his AV and 
the complete four-game library, all mint-in-box, for nearly $5,000 

aozEBnuREsma; 

ADVENTURE VISION CHECKLIST 
Defender 

□Space Force 
.Super Cobra 
.Turtles 

Adventure Vision; “Do you see the adventure yet, tittle 
Jimmy? Well, doyout?" 

APF MIQOhyMPlOQQ History: ARF was a New ¥afk. manufacturer of calculators and Pong clones (hat 
Manufacturer: APF Electronics mg cr&iy idea to enter (he cart-console market shortly after (he debut of the 
Release Date; 1978 Atari 2600. The M1QQQ was (he ‘belief* varianl of Ihe hardware, with a built-in game 
called Rocket Petrol, but the systems were otharwtse identical In temis of technical (non-Jcapability. "The Imagmaiion 
Machine" peripheral, released in 1979, oouFd turn (he MlOOQfMPIOOQ into a full-fledged computer—a neat but 
unsuccessful tnck that Coleco Fmiteted five years iaiar with the ADAM. 
Playability: Poor. Every one of Ihe dozen cartridges in tha M/MP1000 library 15 one or more primitive rip-offs or one or 
more primitive games 
Collectibility: Low. The Imaginahon Machine add-rm is a milestone, but the system ilseLf isn't. 

The Imagination Machine: Ability to fly 
through Mifky Way sold separately 

[ iSackgarnmon 
Baseball 
BASIC Interpreter 
Blackjack 

'Bowling/Micro Match 

r iBoxing 
;8rickdownrShooleng 

( SGaNery 
iCasieo 1: Roulette 

[ 'jKeno/Slots 

Galena 
Hangman/Tcec 
Toai'Doodis 
Pinball/Durrgeon 
Hunl/Blockou! 

Space Destroyers 
UFO/Saa Monstars/Break it Down/ 
Rebuild'Shoes 

There are ihirty-eight systems and more then eleven thousand tides, spanning three decades of gaming history, to be found within the Video Game 
Collector Price Guide, It is Ihe most comprehensive list of video game releases you can hold in your hands or stuff in your backpack. 1( is a frequently 
updated and endlessly fascinating tour of an incredible hobby. H is. In our slightly biased opinion, prelly darn bitchin'. And i( is knowingly, willfully 
incomplete .Why Ihe heck is this, you ask? The simple, blunt answer is (hat were always cramped for space, and so we've always chosen to fill our 
precious Price Guide pages wilh the systems and games that Ihe majority of our readers either own or recognize In other words, we've !efi out the 
consoles (halt you've never seen or heard of, unless you've beon to the Classic Gaming Expo's mind-boggling museum. Bui, for the next seven pages, 
we’re going 10 wallow neck-deep into the muck and mire of gaming obscunly We're going to provide you wilh backgrounders on the consoles that fail to 
make ihe Price Guide cut, and checklists of (heir mysienous libraries. And ihen we're going lo wait for outraged emails from (he collectors of systems even 
more obscure lhan the ones we've included here. And then we're going to ask the authors of (hose emails to send us samples of (he systems they're talk¬ 
ing about. And (hen we're going to keep (hose systems and pretend like we never got 'em. 

- Zach Afa&afi 

Action Max History: Founded by former Atari vice-president Don 
Manufacturer; Worlds of Wonder Kingsborough, Worlds of Wonder was a tech -toy company that hit 
Re|eEl5e Date: 1987 i( big in the mid-'SOs with Teddy Ruxpin, Ihe nightmarish arrima- 

tronic bear, and Lazar Tag m which you strapped an electronic 
(argot onto your chest and covered ii with your hand, while shooting a iighi gun at the hand-covered 
targets on your fnends' chests. Nintendo of America used Worlds of Wonder’s distribution channels 
when it launched the NES In 1985. flowing considerable cash into WoW‘$ coffers; in 1988. when No A 
switched lo self-distribution, WoW went under. Shortly before WoW kicked the bucket—sending Teddy 
Ruxpin back lo the Ninth Circle of Hell from whence he had come—it launched Action Max. a game 
system (hat played Itghi-ggn shooters, and nothing but lighi-gun shooters, VCR tapes such as the 
bundled Sonic Fury provided ‘Real Action" backgrounds, while the player provided his own VCR; a rec 
senior, which Ihe player attached to tha TV, flashed when a target on the video oould be "shot." 
Playabilily: Awful. When ihe games for your console are less fun than Duck Hunt, you've clearfy 
failed in every conceivable manner. 
Collectibility: Low, The Acilon Max is tough to find, but no! at all in demand 
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Asfrocaefe; As with at! other 
computer technology, 
the Astrocade 's circuitry is 
powered by blue smoke 

Astrocade _ _ History- Shortly after the Alan 2600 busted the home video game market wide open in 
Manufacturers: Bally'Astro-vision 1977, a venerable Chicago-based manufacturer of pinbatl machines decided that it was 
Release Date: 1978 gonna get It some of that And so it was that the Astrocads was horn, developed by 
what would eventually become Bally's arcade ooirt-op division. Williams 
Playability: Good The Astrocade's library is surprisingly entertainingr with a couple of real standouts (Artillery Duel and The 
Incredible Wizard} and very few suckfesls. Even Hie blatant oom-op clones are well executed 
Collectibility: Moderate. The Astrocade's library is an intriguing one, with a handful of quasi-homebrew carts from a-guy-in- 
his-garage "publishers" (which we've included in the checklist below), a ton of homebrew cassettes and type-in programs for 
use with the Bally BASIC carl, and a few name-changeronly variants {Sea Wolf and Bombardier and Seawall and 
Missile, for example). Munch et, the system's requisite Pac-Man clone, is arguably both a prototype (originally developed as 
a legitimate Pac-Man pod) and a homebrew (released well alter the Astrocade's commercial demise), but weVe put it Into 
the list anyway 
Tidbits: Asfrocada is actually the last of the system's four names- Leading up to release, it was the Bally Home Library 
Computer: when it shipped in early 1976, it was Ihe Bally Professional Arcade; when the system was relaunched under new 
ownership in 1981, it was the Bally Computer System; and in 1982. shortly before its demise, it became simply Ihe 
AstrocadO. 

ASTRCCAOE CHECKLIST 
230 Zzzap and Dodgem 
Amazing Maze/Tic-Tac-Toe 

□Artillery Duel 
:Astro Battle 
.Astrocade Pinball 
Bally BASIC 

□Bdly BASIC (w/lnterFacaj 
□Bally BASIC Demo 

Bally Demo 
: Bally Pin 

Biorhythm 
Blackjack, Poker and Acey-Deucey 
'Blast Droids 
CiownsfBrickyerd 
.Cosmic Raiders 
□eg Patch 
Elementary Math and Bingo Math 

.Football 
^Galactic Invasion 
Galadan 

Letter MatcfuSpell'n ScorefCnoss words 
Mazeman 
Ms. Candyman 

.Myncher 
Panzer Attack, and Red Baron 
Pirates Chase 

See Devil 
Sea Wolf and Bombardier 
Seawolf and Missile 
Sneaky Snake 
.Solar Conqueror 
Space Fortress 
Space Invaders 

□Star Battle 
Tornado Baseball. Tennis. 
Hockey and Handball 
Treasure Cove 

History: In Ihe United States, Arcadia 2001 
the Arcadia 2001 hit Ihe shelves Manufacturer: Emerson 
at roughly the same time as ihe Release Date: 1982 
notably superior Atari 5200 and 
ColaooVision. This awrul timing assured that no one cared when 
Ihe Arcadia launched, and no one cared when It died. Overseas, 
where the hardware was Sold by a variety of manufacturers 
under a variety of names, the Arcadia found a degree of success 
Playability: Poor. Only a couple of Arcadia games don'1 suck, 
namely Cat Trax and Tanks a Lot. Almost everything else is an 
obscure coin-op con version or a blatant coin-op knock-off. 
Collectibility: Moderate. Hunting down the Arcadia's foreign 
ga mes, and the foreign systems with which Id play lherrt, is a far 
more intriguing task than gathering the U.S. library. 
Tidbits: The Arcadia was an unusually small system for ihe 
Golden Age, and could be powered by any 12V DC power Supply, 

such as a oar ball c ry—though it was never marketed or 
considered as a “portable" system. The controllers were 
Intellivision-esque. but wilh the clever ability to screw a small 
joystick into the Flat-disc O-pad. 

ARCADIA CHECKLIST 
.30 Bowling 
□Allen Invaders 
□American Football 

Baseball 
Brain Quiz 

Breakaway 
Capture 

“Cat Trax 
Escape 

. Grand Slam Tennis 

. Juhgter 
Missile War 
Ocean Bailie 
Red Clash 
Soccer 

•Space Attack 
Space Mission 
Space Raiders 
.Space Vultures 
Spiders 

Star Chess 
Tanks a Lot 

Arcadia 2001: Welcome to the.,. Jungler? 



ES.S Mega 
Emerald Mines 

□Falcon 

□Fantastic Voyage 
Global Chaos 

□Guy Spy and the Crystals 
of Armageddon 
Hound of the Baskefvilles, Thy 
Labyrinth orFVme, The 
Lemmings 

□Logical 

CDTV History: CDTV was an Amiga 500 computer and a CO-ROM drive hidden 
Manufacturer: Commodore j!nsjdg a t?lack bo*. and one of the earliest attempts at an 'interactive 

multimedia device." Most buyers ended up buying the keyboard, mouse, and 
disk drive that turned the device into a full-blown A 500 
Playability: Decent. The library ss loaded with Amiga pods, but most of diem are also compatible with the 
CD32 (Commodore's full-fledged game console, never officially released in the United Slates, though lots of 
Canadian NTSC units are floating around). Gel a CD32 if you m more of a gamer man a collector 
Collectibility: Moderate. The system initially retailed for a thousand bucks, but you can often find one for 

welt under a hundred. 
Tidbits: CDTV stood for “Commodore Dynamo Total Vision"— uh-huh—and was promoted by Nolan 
"Chuck E Cheese & Atari Creater" Bushneli 

Mind Run 
Murder Makes Strange 
Deadfeilows 
Nodh Polar Expedition 

□Power Pinball 
□P-rehistorik 

Prey: Alien Encounter 
□Psycho Killer 

■Raffles 
Sherlock Holmes- 
Consulting Detective 

"SimCily 

Snoopy; The Case of 
the Missing Blanket 
Space Wars 
Spirit of Excatibur 
Super Games Pak 
Team Yankee 

. .Tiebreak 
Town with No Name 
Trivial Pursuit- The 
COTV Edition 

□Tumcan 2 
.Ultimate Basketball 

Will-Bridge Practice 
Collection, The 
Wrath of ihe Demon 
Xenon 2: Megablast 

Channel F History: Channel F was the world's first cartridge-fueled game system, released several months 
Manufacturers; FairchildfiZirccm before the Alan 2600 with none of the 2600’s commerciai or critical success in 1979, a company 
Release Date: 197fi named Zircon bought the rights from Fairchild and relaunched the revamped system (detachable 

\ joysticks instead of hardwired; sound effects from the TV instead of the console) as Channel F System 11. Five horrendous cartridges 
later, Channel F went off the air 
Playability: Awful. When given a choice by CIA mterrogaiors between waterboardihg and playing any game in the Channel F library, 
nine out of ten captured ai-Qaeda agents chose waterboardlng, and tite tenth one changed his mind after two minutes of exposure to 
Channel F 
Collectibility: Surprisingly low. considering its plate in gaming history. Well, maybe not so surprising, considering the sheer terror lha 

is a Channel F “game," 
Channel F: The F stands for "fugly 'r 

channel f checklist 
iAliBn Invasion Checkers 
Backgammon/Acey-Deucey Desert Fox/Shooting Gallery 

. -Baseball Dodge It 
iBowfing Drag Strip 
□Casino Poker □Galactic Space Wars 

Hangman 
'Magic Numbers 
□Math Quiz I 
.Math Quiz II 
Maze 

□/Memory Match 1 S2 
□Pinball Challenge 

Pro Footbaii 
f Robot WarfTorpedo Alley 
□Slot Machine 

Video Blackjack 
□Wee Whizball 

Sonar Search 
Space War 
Spitfire 

□Tennis/ Hockey 
Tic Tac ToefShooting Gallery 
i Dood lefQuad radoodta 

game.com 
Manufacturer: Tiger 

Release Date: 1997 

History: After three variants of the “virtual reality' R-Zone failed to crack the por¬ 
table-gaming market, Tiger tried a different tack with game com, which came with 
a touch screen and stylus (more- than half a decade before ihe Nintendo DS), It 
didn’t gratk the market, either. 

Playability: Awful. The 20-game library sucks, the blurry black-and-white screen sucks, and the controls 
suck. It’s a big* sticky bail of suck. 
Collectibility: Low Strictly for bored collectors. 
Tidbits: Lights Out was the game.com pack-m, never sold separately 

game.com CHECKLIST 
_ □Batman & Robin i IHenry 

gam e. com: a. e, cummings' handheld of choice Centipede 
" njirn K I . ■ l .-.- 

. :MonopK»ly :;Sonic Jam 
Mortal Kombsrt Trilogy □Tiger Casino 

Duke Nukem 3D □Jeopardy! Quiz Wiz. Cyber Trivia Wheel of Fortune 
Fighters Megamix The Lost World: Jurassic Park Resident Evil 2 Wheel of Fortune 2 

;Frogger plights Out /-Scrabble Williams Arcade Ctassi- 



Halcyon 
Manufacturer: RDJ Video Systems 

History; The Halcyon was (he first laserdisc-based home system, and 
the brainchild of Rick Dyer, a hardware engineer whose company had 
previously conceived and created the technology behind Dragon's Lair 
Priced at an outrageous $2,300. ihe Halcyon utilized Iwo input devices: 
a beefy keyboard and a voice-recognition headset which the player trained to recognize his speech patterns. 
Your two and a half grand also got you Ihe pack-in Thayer's Quasi, a far more complicated and far less 
attractive take on Dragon's Lair Multiple sources agree that Ihe Halcyon was briefly available at retail in 
January 19S6 (shortly before RDI croaked), along with the $94 NFL Football: Raiders vs. Chargers, which 
used three seasons'worth of NFL Films footage. Promotional video clips of an addiltonal four games were 
included on the Thayer's Quest disc, but none of (he games were completed, 
Playabillly; Awful. Thayer's Quest is three-fifths of a game (see Tidbits below), and NFL Football is barely a 
game Your humble writer go! to play with a Halcyon at length in 1993—while researching an article on ob¬ 
scure game systems, amusingly enough—and had much more fun playing Todd’s Adventures in Slime World 
an his Atari Lynx during the drive to the house of Ihe Halcyon's owner. 
Collectibility; The Halcyon is obscenely rare, and you will never, ever, ewer own one. Not that you should 
worry too much about IL Bui stlfl You won't. 
Tidbits: Thayer’s Quest only ccnlamed the first ifrrec of the game's five kingdoms. A decade laler, Dyer 
reworked and re-released Thayer's Quest as Kingdom; The Far Reaches, then finally delivered the fourth and 
fifth kingdoms in Kingdom ft; Shadoan 

HALCYON CHECKLIST 
.NFL Football: Raiders vs, Chargers 
Thayer's Quest 

Laser Active History: Unlike Ihe Halcyon, the LaserAcIrve wasn't marketed as a stnaighl-up game 
Manufacturer: Pioneer system, but as a “multimedia center " lhat could play laserdiscs, compact discs, and 
Release Date: 1993 video games The considerable catch was thai, in addition to the $699 baste unit, 

you had to plunk down another $399 for the LD-RQM2 module (which played TG-16 
HuCards, TG-CDs, CD+Gs, and LaserArtive-specific LO-ROM2 games), and another $399 tor the Maga-LD 
module (which prayed Genesis carts. Sega CDs. and LaserAelive-spedlic Mega LD games), We've noied 
which games require which module in the checklist, 
PtayabJtity: Deconi. The J B. Harold mysteries (Blue Chicago Blues and Manhattan Requiem} are 
entertaining, and the FMY games Ftoad Prosecutor (aka Road Avenger for the Sega CD) and Triad 
Stone (aka Strabi for ihe 3DO) are a haot. but the rest of the LA library is duH. 
Collectibility: High. Tho system, modules, and games are all tough to find and pricey when you do. 
Tidbits: The LD-RQM2 came with Quiz Econosaurus, a four-game TG-CD, and a Laser Active version of the 
TG-16 controller, while the Mega-LD came with Pyramid Palrof, a four-game Sega CD. and a LaserActive 
version of the six-button Genesis controller. 

LaserAcfiVe: Even lasers need fo stay 
active as they get older 

LASER ACTIVE CHECKLIST 
3D Museum (Mega LD) 
Don Quixote (Mega LD) 
Ghost Rush (Mega LD) 
Gaku (Mega LD) 
Great Pyramid, The (Mega LD) 
Hi-Roller Battle (Mega LD) 

Hyperion (Mega LD) 
F Will; The Story of London (Mega LD) 
J.B. Harold Blue Chicago Blues (Mega CD) 
Manhattan Requiem (LD-ROM2) 
Melon Brains (Mega LD) 
Pyramid Patrol (Mega LD) 

Quiz Econosaurus (LD-ROM2) 
.Road Prosecutor (LO-ROM2) 
Rocket Coaster (Mega LD) 
Space Berserker (Mega LD) 

' Triad Slone (Mega LD) 
Vajra (LD-R0M2) 

History; Designed by Jay Smilti, the same felta who birthed Ihe Vectrax Microvision 
in 1982 Ihe Mieiovision was ihe first-ever iJOdsble game system The Manufacturer: Milton Bradley 
MV's resolution was a whopping 16x16 pixels—a Windows KP program Release Date; 1979 
icon, by comparison, is 32x32—and the system itself was, in essence, 
just a screen and a ■ membrane' control panel. Each game cartridge, shaped into a 
“panel" that snapped onto the front of the Microvision, contained its own microprocessor. 
Collectibility: The Micro vision is tough to come by in good condition, as the LCD screen and plastic 
membrane weren't built to las) for twee decades. The system and cartridges themselves are pretty 
affordable, however 

MICROVISION CHECKLIST 
Alien Raiders 
Baseball 

□Block Buster 
’.Bowling 

Connect Four 
Cosmic Hunter 
Mindbusler 
Pinball 

Sea Duel 
Siar Trek Phaser Strike 

. Vegas Slots 

Microvision: Fits in the paitn of your 
hand—If you’re Paul freakin' Bunyan 
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NUON: Don't took for it on the periodic table of noble gases 

MUQN History: In the early 1990s. 300 developed 
Manufacturer: VM Labs fancy game hardware and offered H to 
Release Date: 20GO home-eleolronics manufacturers, Hoping lo 

supplani VHS decks wj|h SDO-driven 'Enfsractive 
multimedia players “ Only two companies bit in America' Panasonic and 
GoldStar. 3DG swiftly ditched its lech and became a EhirtLparty Software 
publisher In 2000. VM Labs (founded by a group of Alan ex-pats) 
developed fancy game hardware and offered it to home-electronics 
manufacturers doping lo supplant boring old OVD players for “enhanced 
DVD playback " Only two companies bit in America: Samsung and Toshiba. 

VM Labs swiftly went out of business. 
Playability: Poor There are those who think Tempest 3000 is worth owning a MUON ell by itself, and they're rbghi about one thi-rtg—it's the only good 
NUQN-@xcluswe game in' the seven-title library. There's also a handful of homebrews which you can play by downloading them from Al Gore's internet and 
burning them to CD-R. 
Collectibility: Five-Sevenlfis of the NUON library is cheap and common, and two-sevenths is expensive and rare. The Next Tetris was available only as a 
pack-m with ihe Toshiba SD2300 player Iron Soldier 3 was recalled shortly after release due lo incompatibility issues. 
Tidbits: Of the three U-S-released NOON- players, the Samsung OVD-N5G1 is lhe one you want, it does MP3,'CD-R playback and works with MUON CD-R 
homebrews. 

NUON CHECKLIST 
□Ballistic 

Fneefall 3050 AD 
iron Soldier 3 

□Merlin Racing 
Next Teles, The 

Space Invaders XL 
.'.Tempest 3000 

History: The Odyssey was history’s first home video game system, Odyssey 
conceived in 1966 and produced in 1972 {and ripped off by Nolan Bushnell, who Manufacturer: Magnavox 
called his ooin-op version Pong—and who became a Magnavox licensee in 1974 Release Date: 1972 
after being targeted by the first lawsuit m the history of video gam mg). So, if ihe Odyssey was around in the early 
'7Qsr why did it take until the Sale '70s for home video games to take oft? The old fogeys who were around at the 
time point to poor marketing—which implied thai ihe Odyssey only worked with Magnavox televisions^-and an 
idea thal wras. guite simply, loo far ahead of ils lime (For big heaping gobs of informafion aboul the Odyssey and 
its creator, Ralph Baer, pick up a copy of Videogames: Fn the Beginning, available from game hi&tonan Leonard 
Herman's Roienta Press imprint-) 
Playability: Decent, The Odyssey can display two paddies, a ball, and a vertical Hne, all in glorious black and 
while. There's no sound chip in Hie system, and in fad, no chips ai ail; the guts are analog transistors and diodes. 
Yei, somehow. Baer and his team came up with more than a dozen games for the device, sexlng ihem up wilh 
colorful TV overlays (each in two sizes, tor the 13" and 19" tubes of ihe era) and piles of boardgame bits. 
Collectibility: High. The Odyssey is far more valuable than the other "first" systems in console history because 
it was Ihe first “first," The system itself isn't loo hard to score in decent shape, but the numbered "cartridges' 
(which were just circuit cards that reconfigured the positions and behaviors of the paddles, ball, and line) can be a 
bastard to find. The system included cartridges 1 through 6. while games sold separately included cartridges 7-10 
and 12. (The never-released Cartridge It was originally planned for Basketball which ended up using Cartridge 
6 instead ) in our Pete Guide list, we've noted which games included cartridges. 
Tidbits: The most unusual and collectible Odyssey tides ere Percepts, which was available only as a free Hem for 
owners who mailed in their registration cards, and Shooting Gallery, a "light-gun'' peripheral which couldn't actually 
delect if it was pointed at a television, 

Odyssey, “Ooesn'f this took just swe) 
on our 500-pound television, honey? 

ODYSSEY CHECKLIST 
' Baseball 

Baikal ball (Carl 8) 
. Brain Wave 

□Fun Zoo 
□Handball [Cart 8} 

Inlerplaneiary Voyage (Cart 12) 

Invasion 
Percepts 
Shooting Gallery (Cart 9 8 IQ) 

; "Volleyball (Can 7} 
Wirt 

'„?Wipeout 

Odyssey History: Tiger's fire! low-tech handheld system, the Game & Watch-esgue R-Zone, came 
Manufacturer: Magnavox in three variants. The original unit was a 'virtual reality" headset thal projected the games 
Release Date: 1972 into a small eyepiece, The 1996 SuperScreen was a tabletop urn! with a magnified screen 

and background slides thal allowed Ihe player to add "color" to She games, And the 1997 
X.P.G, kinda-sorta looked like a Game Gear. 
Playability: Poor. Every game in the library is either a crappy offshoot 0! a coin-op Of home game, of a crappy movie 

j|- tie-rn. 
Collectibility: Way low, and destined to stay that way. (A recent eBay auction of a SEGA Genesis and an R-Zone 
failed to draw a starting bid of five bocks,) As with |he game.tom. toe R-Zone is strictly for the most devoted 
collectors. 
Tidbits: The hardware had a pleihora of pack-ins. Among the games to receive the “honor" were Batman Forever, 
Battle Arena Toshinden. Daytona USA, Indy 500. MK3. Mortal Kpmbat Trilogy. Virtua Fighter, and VR Troopers, 

R-Zone: Dignity is futile R-ZONE CHECKLIST 
Apollo 13 □Daytona USA ZMK3 (Mortal Kombat 3) 
.Area 51 independence Day Mortal Kombat Trilogy 
□Batman & Robin indy 500 NIGHTS Into Dreams 
..Batman Forever Tha Lost World Panzer Dragoon 

i&attle Arena Jurassic Park □Primal Rage 
Toshinden ,'MJB: Men in Black 

Road Rash 3 Z Star Wars; 
□Star Trek Rebel Forces 

.Star Wars: Imperial Assault Virtua Cop 
Star Wars: jiedi Assault Virtua Fighter 
Star Wars; Millennium ZVtfUia Fighter 2 
Falcon Challenge ZVR Troopers 



History; A year before AdventureVision. Entex shipped ihe considerably lower- Select-A-Game Machine 
lech Select-A-Game Machine, the display for which was an overlay-enhanced Manufacturer: Enlex 
7x17 grid of blue and red LEDs Much like the Mforovision, the Select-A-Game's Release Date: 1381 
CPU was in each cartridge, not the handheld ilself, Space Jnvader2 was the 
pack-in. 
Playability: Surprisingly deceni fore hatf-dozen 26-year-Qtdl LED games. 
Collectibility: Very rare and quite valuable. 
Tidbits: Namco sued Entex over Pac-ManZ, triggering a swilt recall Roughly half a dozen copies ana known 

1 to exist, making il 3-A-G's most valuable game by Tar—and one of the most valuable carts on any platform 

SELECT-A-GAWE MACHINE CHECKLIST 
BasobalN Football Pinball 
B@$ketbail4 Pac-ManZ Space invaderZ 

History: If the Supervision looks like a cheap Hong Kong knock-ofl of the Game Boy, well, that's Supervision 
exactly what it is There ace a couple of interesting features, though; the control buttons are Manufacturer; Watera 
larger than the Game Boy’s, and the (liltsblel) screen is slightly larger and with a slightly higher Release Date; 1992 
resolution {160x160, versus Ihe GB's 160x144). 
Playability; Poor. No third-party publishers + Hong Kong game "designers" - crap. A lot of Ihe game names are qurie 
amusing, though. 
Collectibility: High. The SVs library is pretty beefy, and several individual tides are tough fo track down. 
Tidbits; Cryslbal!. a Breakout clone, was the pack-in. 

SUPERVISION CHECKLIST 
2 in 1 {Block Suster/Cnoss High) 0 Dancing Blocks Jaguar Bomber Pyramid 

'02 in 1 {Eagle Plan,'Hash Blocks} I JDelta Hero □John Adventure ; Recycle Design 
4 in 1 {Hash Block/Jacky Luckyf □Dream World Juggler ; Scaffofder 

Challenger Tank/Brain Power "Eagle Plan Kabi-lsland ” Soccer Champion 
Alien Earth Defender □.Kitchen War Sonny X-Press 

jBadfoon Fighi Fatal Craft Linear Racing □ Spec* Fighter 

Block Buster “Final Combal Magincross :Sssnake 
Brain Power Galactic Crusader □.MahJongg Super Block 

□ Bubble World Galaxy Fighter □Matte Btetta □Super Kong 

.Carrier □Grand Prix Olympic Trials □Super Pang 
Gave Wonders Happy Pairs P-52 Sea Battle Tasao 2010 

' 'Challenger Tank Happy Race PecBoy £ Mouse Tennis Pro '92 
'. Chimera Hash Blocks Pacific Battle Thunder Shooiing 

.Chinese Checkers Hero Hawk Penguin Hideout Treasure Hunter 
Classic Casino' Baccaral/Poker Hero Kid “Police Bust Untouchable 

' Climber Honey Bee □PoPo Team □Witty Cat 
.Crystbaii □Jacky Lucky 

Studio II History; Like Fairchild's Channel F, Studio II was 
Manufacturer; RCA completely outclassed by its contemporary, the Atari 26Q0, 
Release Dele: 1977 >n terms of tech; it could only oulput Pong-esq ae btack-and- 

while graphics, and ils controls were entirely keypad-based. 
Playability: Awful. Did we say Channel F had ihe worst library of any video game 
system ever? We meant Studio II It's pure digital pain. 
CoH&ctlbilEty; Very low Every system has Us diehard fans but nol oven the most 
indiscriminate collector gives a fig about Studio II. Leave this one to the historians. 
Tidbits: RCA was offered the rights to manufacture the Odyssey in the early 
1970s, but passed on Ihe opportunity. 

STUDIO 11 CHECKLIST 
Baseball Biorhythm GunlighterrMoonship 
Bingo Blackjack Battle 

I Fun With Numbers Space War 
]Speedway/Tag 

Supervision: So, does a small 
child playing the Supervision 
need ro be supervised, or Is 
that Implied? 



Tete far Arcade: 

FOR O OR VIDEO 
GAME CARTRIDGE* 
3 GAME COLOR 

CAHTniDGf INCLUDED 

TENNIS 

tfrZ 

Telstar Arcad e H istery: The Tetelar 
Ma nufa ctu rer: Coleco Arcade was the 
Release Date: 19711 mother of alt Pong 

systems, a triangular 
beast with a differenl controller on each side 
of the triangle: a light gun. a steering wheel 
(with gearshift) and a pair of paddles. Each; of 
the four cartridges (which were also triangular) 
had multiple games. 
Playability: Poor 
Collectibility: The system ilself is cheap, but 
the carts are a little 
waiiet-pmchy, 
Tidbits: Cartridge SI was the paeinn 

TELSTAR ARCADE CHECKLIST 
Cartridge #1 (Road Race. Tennis, Quick 
Draw) 
Cartridge #2 (Hotkey. Tennis, Handball, 
Target) 
Cartridge #3 (Bonus Pinball. -Shoaling 
Gallery. Shoot the Baer. Deluxe Pinball) 
Cartridge #4 (Naval BaHto, Speed Ball. 
Blast-Away) 

H'storv Zodiac 
ft'- Manufacturer: Tapwave 

&SS 
more audio-visual muscle under lbe 
hood then the typical 
Palm Pitot, (he Zodiac simply never bad 
a chance against the Nintendo DS and 
Sony PSP. After a last-ditch hardware 
revision and relaunch that went as 
unnoticed as everything else Tapweve 
had done, the company went under in 
mid-2005. 
Playability: Goad. The Zodiac mns 
Gazillions of Palm 05 games and a fair 
share of naughty 
emulators. 1 hough you're much belter 
served with a P5P if emus are your 
thing. 
Collectibility: Low The relatively new 
Zodiac hardware still fetches several 
hundred bucks, while lbe games are 
crazy-cheap, 

ZODIAC TAPWAVE CHECKLIST 
' DOOM II 

Duka Nuk&m Mobile 
GTS Racing Challenge 
.Spy Hunter 
Tiger Team: Apache vs. Hind 
Tony Hawk's Pro Sfcaler 4 
Z Pak: Adventure 

LTZPak; Fun 

Zodiac Tapwave; The Tapwave was born under the afar sign of Hoppes Mejorvi 



you are in ih& mood to get sloshad and kill a few space actons, then Ground Kantrat is (he place for you! 
This modem arcade and har combo does a fam&slic job of preserving the feel of yesteryear while taking your 

; of today. Be sure lo stop by on Saturday evening lor "Reaganomlx The Best (and Ihe nest} Of The 
'8Q&,' when Ground Komtrol spins rennves of the music you loved and hated during toe Iasi decade of the oold 
war. What more could you ask for when ph&ymg a game of Missile Command? 

Ground KonlroL, 511 NW Couch St Portland. OR 97209 
{503)796-9364, konta ct@gro undkonlrq I,cam 

Hours: Sun-Thu: Noon-2AM,. Fri & Sal: Noon-2:30 AM 

A bill depicting Abraham Lincoln will last like it did in the early eighties at Spnngfield's 1964 Arcatfe No tokens required as toe five dollar admission price 
gives you unlimited access to fifty-plus coin-op favorites. Retro decor and eighties music videos looping endlessly will make you scratch your head with 
a sense of deja vu arid make you want to dance to Meatloaf's ■TimeWarp." Be sura to check out "Sinistarbucks" Coffee Bar inside and see if you can be 
immortalized on ■B4's High Score Wall. 

1964 Arcade. 400 E Walnut SL Springfield, MO, (417) 831-3665 
Hours: 4pm to 11pm Wednesday through Saturday 

*** GOOD i^HHl 
DEAL 

GAMES 

Make your home sound like a real, live retro 
arcade with the Arcade Ambiance series! 
Authentic arcade game music and sound! 

Available at: 
www.gooddealgamesxom 



With prices falling on some of its bach catalog thanks to reissues and collections on newer 
consoles, seeking out Saturn imports is becoming even easier these days. Online import shops 
or auction sites such as eBay can help start out or expand your collection, white picking up an. 
Action Replay cartridge or Game Shark works excellently for playing games on a US system. By 
Simply setting up either device, popping in your import of choice and selecting "Start Game 
Without Codes.'' you can not only play Japanese games, bui a great deal of PAL imports from 
UK and European regions Some imports require special 4MB RAM cartridges, in which case 
you'll need the appropriate model Action Replay (or in a few instances, a Japanese Saturn} for 
best resells. The standard grey models are quite plentiful and gene-rally inexpensive unless you're 
looking al a white, Skeleton HnSaturn or other variant In some cases, the EMS shipping (about 3 days) will cosi more than 
the price you’ll pay for the system you want 

Most collectors find (ha Saturn desirable for one or more of a few reasons: lop arcade shooters. 2D or 3D platformers, yellow and red label "adult" games 
(which deserve their own column) and/or a slew of great RPGs never released In English. As with any Import system, collecting Japanese Saturn games will 
help expand your gaming horizons as you'll eventually explore genres you’d probably overlook. More often than not, you'lf be pleasantly surprised with what 

1 you'll find, but even a bad import can be an educational experience. Although some Mies listed here contain full or partial English menus, as with any import 
game, the better your Japanese (or willingness to iearn a few dozen game-related phrases}, the better gaming experience you'll have as you add to your 
collection. 

One game I'd suggest right off the bat is tinkle Liver Story, which is actually Supposed to be Wrinkle River Story, but contains the phonetically challenged 
misspelling a few times on the package and in the manual Visually stunning and not too difficult lo figure but. LLS (or WRS) might have done well had it been 

translated and released in the US. Boih Madoh Monogatan and Waku Waku Puyo Puyo Dungeon are also up that eule visuals/ 
simple gameplay alley as they both feature characters from Compile's hit Puyo Puyo franchise in full RPG mode, Probably the best 
game of this type is Princess Crown, ihe amazing side-scrolling aciion/RPG by Alius thal has to be seen to be believed. Granted, 
the current price on this one .5 a bil frighiening (it can easily top Si50), so if you can't justify shelling oui for this one. consider the 

__recently out of print import PSP version from 2005 or Odin Sphere. Ihe game's spiritual sequel on the PS2, as alternates. 

i?r 
" 1 if you re really into (he genre, t'd also recommend RPGs such as the Sakura Wars series. Terra Phantaslice, Princess Quest. Blue 

Seed, Samurai Spirits Bushidoretsuben. Wachen Rbder, Tengai Makyo IV: The Apocalypse, Dragon Master Silk. Ronds. -Soul 
Hackars, Shin Meg ami Tensei Devil Summoner, Chaos Seed, Black Matnx, Langnsser in S IV 
end many more, Phantasy Star Collection was the gold siandard for a whiiB until (he Sega Ages 
2500 release on the P52. but the Saturn game still commands a decent premium in some 

Shining Force III fans will be pt&ased to know mat while the text or Parts II and 111 Is in Japanese, a US Saturn 
I game save can be carried over into Ihe imports, allowing you to complete ihe trilogy that has yel to be Iran slated and 

released to US gamers, If you have the cash, absolutely (rack down Shirting Force III Premium Disc, a limited retease 
I expansion [hat adds extra siorylma content to an already brilliapj tnlogy If you're inlo sequels, put Rig lord Saga 2 and 

Dragon Force It on your list, One is the follow up lo Blazing Heroes (or Mysiaria The Realms of Lore, depending on which 
I priming yog have) and the other ia the sequel to the deep strategy game ported over by Working Designs. Both are great 

improvements over the originals that might have heen released had there been time to localize them 

- Wfc 
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Final Fight Revenge 
Some games can be played through with very little knowledge of the language and a little trial and error. Racing games 
such as GT24, Togue King The Spirits, F-1 Live Information. Gale R acer or Race Owin' are a good way to add to a 
collection without worrying so much about playability. Eeriy in my Saturn phase, I completed Airs Adventure (RPG), Quo 

_ Vadis II (sci-fi RTS), Guldcept and ihe excellent Shadows of the Tusk (both card battle RPGs) wim no issues. Anolhpr 
1 interesting thing about the Satom (and other Japanese systems) is that a number of familiar PC games were ported and 
I released overseas while being ignored by US publishers. Zork I. (which was slated for a US release but was canned}. The 
I 3-disc horror adventure. Phantasm (Phantasmagoria* in the US), Wizardry V & VI and Druid YamienoEsuisekisye am a few cool 
I selections you may want to liy Fans of the classic Dungeon Master franchise rrughl want lo seek out Dungeon Master Nexus, 
I an all-new game created specifically for the Japanese market. Other great PC or PC-styte games such as R? MJ Mystery 
1 Hospital. Mans, Nanatsu no Hikan, Welcome House. Nanatsu Kaze no Shima Monogatari, along with Hideo Kojima’s classic 
| point & click classics Snatcher and Pokeriauts will enhance any colleclron 

Most platformers, arcade-style lighters, shooters and puzzle games can be tackled right out of the shrink-wrap with no trouble. 
I'm partial to oddball shmups like Shippuu Mahou Daisakusem Kingdom Grand Prix. Colton 2. Choaniki Kyuukyoku Muteki 

Ginga Saikyou Otofco. Twinkle Star Sprites, Dezaemon 2, Detana Twinbee Yahoo? Deluxe Pack and Parodius Deluxe Pack, as 1 

prefer a bit of comedy with my massive explosions, Qf course, more serious shooter fans will include serious stuff like Metel Black, Baisugun, Battle Garegga. 
Kyukyoku Tiger it Plus. Hyper Duel and many others that deserve an entire feature, Cepcom and SNK released a ton of excellent games or collected series 

| of popular arcade hits, so by tracking down Cyberbots (go for the cool big box Limited Edition), Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter and Dungeons & 
Dragons collecfion among others. 

Capcom also produced one of the mom unusual hybrid games, Nazomskaimura' incredible Toons. This bit of genius 
combined the popular Dynamix PC gamo The incredible Machine with characters from Ghouls Jn Ghosts for e highly 
challenging and rewarding gamepEpy experience On the other end of the quality scale, (here's Fmai Fight Revenge, 
Capcom's final Salurn release that was ironically enough, developed but never released in North America because Soga of 
America no longer supported the US Saturn. 

' : / 
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Satum-owning SNK fans have superb conversions of Metal Slug along with some of the company's top 2D fighters in 
Samurai Showdown Sest Collection, Fatal Fury Best Collection and The King of Fighters Best. Collodion. Like some of the 
Capcom titles mentioned above, most, of these arcade games came packed with a RAM Cartridge for true to the arcade 
visuals and gemeplay. Recently the Metal Slug has dropped in puce a bit thanks to Metal Slug Anthology on the Wii, P$£ and 
RSP. but it’s definitely coof to own me boxed Saturn version with the RAM cart if you're a Hue collector, Capcom, SunSoft, Taito 
and Sega were sortie of the companies that also released a senes of collections of their top arcade and console tides, but 1 here are so many g reat games on 

Willy Wombat 



these (fiscs thai I'll need to cower (hose in a future column. 

' ’V "tfk 

Odin Sphere 

' Back to punches and kicks, 2D and 3D Fighters abound on the Japanese 
Saturn wilh Dead or Alive. WakuWaku 7. Rabbit, Ninku 'Tuyokirrayaturano- 
daigekiiotuf’, ViFtua Fighter Kids. Zero Divide: The Final Conflict, Sokuko 
Seitokai: Sonic Council, and the overrated Groove on Fight worth a look 
Mixed in with the good are the not so good fighters like FIST. Anarchy in Ihe 
Nippon and Bailie Arena Tohshinden S, but like any genre, some will like 
appreciate these games more than others. If you want a set of sure buys. 
Tailo's Arcade Gears senes of games is particularly Fantastic, wilh shooters 
Gun Frontier. Image Figh(/X-Multiply, Three Wonders and the extremely 

"bizarre side scrolling beai 'em up/head Inp Pu-Li-Ru-La ail highly 
recommended despite ihe generally high price lag for each, Like many third party publishers for Itie console, Taito s 
Saturn output is worth an in-depth look, with Elevator Action 2 (Elevator Action. Returns) and Might Striker S two more 
gems in a nicely varied selection. 

Pinball is also represented on ihe system, with two great entries. Fantastic Pinball Kyukentai and Digital Pinball Necronomieon, atpng with the so-so Pinball 
Graffiti topping she list You can also add launch title TAMA: Adventurous Ball in Giddy Labyrinth lo that short list, as 
the puzzle game Fs based on (he old wooden puzzles modern pinball machines wore developed from On the plal- 
rprmmg &de of things, Willy Wombat. Steamgear Mash, Super Tempo, Ninja Jaja Marukun Gmkm NmpouCho Kin and 
Tryrush Deppy are recommended buys, although the prices tend lo flucluate a bit as more folks discover how much 
fun lhese are to play. Casflevania fans should keep an eye out for Ihe increasingly hard to find Akumajo Dracula X: 
Gekka no Yasoukyoku. a slightly enhanced version of Symphony of the Night. Although |he MPEG playback is ehuggy 
end (he transparency effects are icky on the Saturn, (he game contains new stages and a new playable character not 
found in the PlayStation classic. Konami also ported a few of its olher hi! PS games such as Suikoden and \teodal 
Hearts to the Saturn in case you missed the PS versions and can read ell ihat Japanese text. 

As far as absolute grails go, Treasure's outstanding shooter Radiant Silvergun can fetch well over $200 for a mint/ 
complete copy in some shops, while Hie aforementioned Dungeons and Dragons Collection can -reach similar 
for a sealed copy While mosl of the shooters on the Saturn also cost a bit more 

Irianks to the shrinking number of sealed/complele copies, you can occasionally find 
a few seeled games for around close to what they originally cost from selected Japanese eBay or Yahoo Auctions sellers 
looksng lo move older stock Perhaps Ihe raresl of them all is Time Warner Interactive's Shinrei Jusatsushi Taromaru. 
which as of this writing, costs about $4G0 or so for a sealed copy. Used versions of the game can bo had for a bargain 
$200 or so and those who've played the game seem to be torn on whether it's worth every dime The game is a bit on (he 
shod side for the truly skilled, bul like any amade-slyie game, you'll gel most of your money's worth replaying it unlil you 
can blow through on one life. Nowhere near as expensive, bul almost as tough to (rack down is Hissatsu!, a side-scrolling 
hack &. slash based on a live action Japanese TV sodas. It's bean compared to a sluggish Shm Shinobiden, but makes for 
a nice collectible. 

* i 
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Nazomakaimura You'll also want to nab the Japanese version of WARP's Enemy Zero if you want to see beef footage of a lopless Laura in 

the opening scene. The mem game is otherwise the same and if you've already played Ihe US version to completion, you II 
know that the Laura thing isn't as big a deaf as it seems. Still, it's worth buying a complete Japanese version just lo check out WARP's use of the spine card 
as a gameplay aid and their funny take on ihe standard CD care and usage part of the manual If your Japanese is fluent. WARP's unusual Real Sound. 
Kaza no Regret makes a parted buy. as iTs been dirt-cheap for years. The game is a mystery adventure that uses sound, music and voices with a one- 
bullon control Scheme, There are no visuals al all {you can play with your eyes shut!) and ihe game actually has a BraiHc lip sheel. A complete version of 
the 4-disc game comes with a packet of seeds to planl, but I'll let you (rack down a copy to find out why. 

Feeling skillish aboul wording your way through (ons off Japanese text? Why not try adding UK versions of Saturn games ta your library'? Trie superb 
platformer Keio Yugekitai was released as Keio Flying Squadron 2 in the UK and is really worth ths lime and effort it lakes to find. This hilarious side-scroller, 
a sequel to the Sega CD game, Keio Flying Squadron, is one of those games that really show off the Salem's 2D capabilities while providing an exoelteni 
game to show off to friends. Deep Fear is another Saturn game you'll warn to pay extra for, especially iF you're a fan of the Resident Evil series. This 1993 
horror action release has some great gameplay. however, both (he | 
UK and Japanese versions have ihe same atrociously laughable 
English voice acting as well as some scripting that makes (he voice | 
work and dialog in the original RE look like classical Greek in 
comparison You'll also want to grab Ihe UK-only 3D puzzlei1 
platform game. Whizz, tha sequel EoaSuperFamicomi'ShlES 
game you may not have heard of. In it, you're a lop hat wearing 
bunny racing through timed stages while dealing wilh some of (he 
us u el genre pitfalls that include baddies, poisonous mushrooms 
and sliding puzzles. Granted, the cover art is pretty scary, but the 
game is not bad at all, 

t \/*S> BP? : % 
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gankiyided'gamea-CD.uk ^ 

As usual. I'm out of space, but consider this column a stepping- 
stone into trie world of one of the more underappreciated consoles 
in recent memory. The Saturn may have had too short and troubled! 
a lifespan in the US, but in Japan, me system was home to quite a 
large number of excellent titles many of which ere affordable and 
reedy for their ctose-gps on your TV, 

- Greg Wffccw 
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'Bleeps and btoops," We've all likely used this silly onomatopoeia at least once to describe video game 
music, whether ils purpose was to be disparaging to music we dEsliked, lease music, produced on 

long-outdated tecfroology, or to even fondly reminisce over our nostalgia-laden memories of 
the classics. The reality, however, is shat this phrase does a disservice to video game 

music. Even in its earliest days, video games have provided an environment 
for composers to Ihnve in a world where nary a tyrics-tess song has a place 

lo exist Those wilting to delve into this unfairly maligned 
realm of instrumental splendor will be surprised to discover 

not only an enlire niche industry designed lo cater to the 
$ video game musk: lover's interests but also just as much 

enjoyment, if not move so. than you II ever find on the lop of 
ihe pop charts. 

Entering the worth of video game soundftack collecting is a 
daunting, treacherous path. We game collectors have been 

slightly spoiled by the nature of our hobby. Gelling the collection 
another "+ r is as simple as entering a store end forking over (he 

dough to claim a game as our own, However, in soundtrack collect' 
ing, one must become informed even before that firs! purchase, otherwise you may get burned. The first dilemma is 

lhat the Western game musk; industry is slill In ils infancy compared lo ils counterpart in Japan, so importing is a near 
necessity, Unfortunately, lhat's a minor concern compared to a much more nefarious problem. For decades, (he entire Japanese music industry has been 
battling piracy. Locations such as Hong Kong and Taiwan are hotbeds for the production of bootlegs, and Iheir governments have done little to curb pirate's 
actions. Politics aside, soundtrack collectors have tong struggled to dodge Ihese shoddy CDs. os the problem is so rampant thal mere are more counterfeits 
(han legit soundtracks online. If you think your local anime stone is safe, you'd be surprised how many unknowingly slock bootlegs as well Td make matters 
worse, piracy groups are often involved in further unsavory illegal activities, so the collector has a moral responsibility to avoid putting money in (he pockets of 
Ihese criminals, 

If you're not scared off from ihe notion of collecting soundtracks, you're now probably wondenng how you can protect yourself from bootlegs. The easiest 
way 13 lo look up the catalog number and publisher before a purchase Piracy groups label (heir counterfeits wilh Iheir organization's name, and they also 
frequently fabricate their own catalog; numbers. Once you're armed wilh the legit product's information, you can instanlty spot a counterfeit if you nolice 
any discrepancies. Two great online resources for this information are Chuaall's Corner (www.chudahS'Oorner.corri) and Geme Music Revolution (www 
gmranlme,com), On these web sites, you can also find more lips on spoiling bootlegs and links to reliable online 
merchants ihal deal only in official products 

Unfortunately, soundtrack collecting is an expensive hobby, and if you think Amencan CD pnces are bad. you'll 
be hurting when you see that most soundlracks COsl twice as much Japanese entertainment producls in general 
lend to cost an arm and log compared to their U.S. counterparts, thus alt new Japanese music hovers around 25 

| dollars - and ihai’s just single-disc releases As pricey as it may sound, that's often the best deal lo be had since, 
unlike video games which depreciate like used underwear, soundtracks often surpass their original MSRPs after 
becoming iong out-of-prinl. However, there is danger in thal nearly no vintage soundtrack is "safe" from a reprint, 
which drops high values like a ton of bricks, if there is demand for the music itself, publishers couldn't care foss 
about (he age or obscurity of the game lhat the music originates from 

Fpr a company that (ends (o milk Iheir franchises for all thair worth, Nintendo surprisingly shies away From reprint¬ 
ing soundtracks Nintendo has perpetually underestimated the demand, and they frequently neglect releasing 
soundtracks at alt for their biggest titles. When they do buckle down and crank one out. the print runs are often- 
woefully limited, and mis is especially true for their oldest soundtracks Those who warn the Super Nintendo tnlecta can expect to pay over 5100 a piece 
for Super ManO World, The Legend of Zetda: Sound $ Drama, and Super Melrofd' Sound in Action If you need extra justification for the exorbitant prices, 
consider that Super Mario World and The Legend of Zelda both contain not only the SNES soundtracks but also 
arrangements and musie from the NES releases. 

Square Soft. On the other hand, has Song realized (he consumer interest in its epic RPG soundtracks, and, as a resuft, they treat their fans welt, Despite the 
endless demand, few Square Soft soundlracks have maintained unreasonable prices. A common cycle is fo/ a soundtrack lo g-at produced in healthy quanti¬ 
ties. go out-of-print, slowly climb up, and when It reaches lhat near 
unobtainable point. Square Soft kindly issues a reprinl, One nolable exception is when Nintendo again disappoints music Fovers, and thal is the Super Mano 
RPG Original Sound Version. Due to Ihe joint nalure of the project, we'll likely never soo a reprint unless all the planets align just right (or the panles involved 
- whichever comes first). The soundtracks for Parasite Eve and Final Faniaey Myslic Quest have been increasing, bul. happily, (here's nothing 
preventing future reprints. Collectors should be advised td keep an eye out for first prints, such as with Final Fantasy VII and Chrono Cross, as they 
command a premium, 

whiift Nintendo and Sony have traditionally hogged ail the tug-name composers, Sega's systems have produced 
a few obscenely priced albums that fans would give up their first-born to acquire. Two examples are Ihe 

Phantasy Star CoHecltons. Collection I offers a lot of bang for your buck with a 2“disc sat contain¬ 
ing the full soundtracks to the first three Phantasy Star releases as well as arrangements based on 
each, Unfortunately, thal 'bang" will be more of a week whimper when you experience Ihe $200+ 

dynamite explosion on your wallet. Collection II, based exclusively on Phantasy Star IV, will honty" 
cost you over $100, but the savings is negated by the fact that Sega cut comers with this release li 

sadly contains only one disc of arrangements, so those wanting the original (racks are out of luck. On 
the SatuFn, Ihe original soundtracks for Shining the Holy Ark and Shining Force lit are hot items, 

skipping around the $100 mark 

One company familiar lo Us soundtracks going nutty on the used markei ;s Kqnami Peculiarly, many excellent 



Konami scundlracks remain affordable, but 
others rocket op tike they're trying to reach 
Mars. At the pinnacle of this insanity, copies 
oF the Castlevania album Dracula Mew Classic 
were selling for over $1,000 a piece on eBay 
Even more absurd, one silty chap wFio 
bought one tried to convince others 
to buy his "perfect copies" for $200 
each Needless to say. there were no 
takers Dracula Battle and Battle II 
have also garnered insane amounts 
Since ail Konaml musicians are known 
to be at the tap o( their game, valuable 
soundtracks run the gamul of Konarrri's library, ranging from the 
eclectic Gan bare Goemon senes to the genre-defining Gradies. Your 
bank account may run dry, but at least you'll be listening to some sweet 
tunes white waiting on the breadline. 

tong enjoyed alt Soria of extra 
goodies with to&r games 

has caught up. 
music lovers' so 

PlayStation d 

Now that we have a Firm grasp on tha Japanese game musk: industry, 
let's take a took at the Western side, small as it may be. The U.S. market 
didn'i begin to get a decent footing until the mid '90s, when Nintendo and 
Squaresoft became aware of a liny bul strong interest in game music 
Square Soft's conservative approach was to provide soundtracks by mail 
order, such as Final Fantasy IK: Kafka's Domain and the Secret of Mane 
Original Soundtrack. However, the crowning jewel was the Secret of 
Evermore soundtrack. Japan missed out on this excellent game and its 
music, end because the album was produced in miniscule quantities. it 
consistently seUs for over $100. Nintendo was more prolific in its 
soundtrack production, and through their Nintendo Power catalog, they 
offered music from nearly every Nintendo and Rare creation on the N64 
Though, their most notable soundtrack, the Donkey Kong Country Tniogy, 
was available during the brief period in which SNES soundtracks were 

f marketed. Albeit only a "Greatest Hits,' this release is still the best value to 
be found considering the individual releases run from $50 to $ 100-plus. 

In the late '90s, Tokyopop, a manga publisher, decided to lake a slab hi 
i making a profit on game music in the United States, After opening up ihe 

division Tokyopop Soondirax, they acquired the rights to distribute Square 
Soft's music, covering the Final Fantasy series, Chrono Trigger, and 
driers, bul later on Tokyopop cut deals wim Sega, Cepoom. and Namco to 
represent Franchises such as Sonic Adventure. Resident Evil, and: Tekken. 
Ullimately, Tokyopop Soendtra* dosed up shop due to an apathetic market, 
bul it didn't hetp that nearly every Tokyopop release was a "Best of," much 
to toe ire of fans 

For those who want to know the future of video game music, one need look 
no Further than Ihe fan arrangement scene, in Japan, this is known as Ihe 
JdoujinH Community, and every year doujin artists release iheir albums to an 
audience thirsty for naw lakes on old Favorites. However, with game music 
already Flourishing in Ja pan. the Western scene is far more 
exhilarating, providing glimpses oF what's to come. Those looking to 
get Iheir feet wet would be wise to start with OverClocked ReMix {www 
ocrsmix.org}, home of works by countless talented musicians as well as 
site projeels. fcn which dozens of artiste are organized to arrange most or 

i all of the tracks to a single game. A Sampling oF these remnankabia albums 
includes Donkey Kong Country: Kong in Concert. Sonic 3 & Knuckles; 
Project Chaos, and Final Fantasy VIJ; Voices of the Lifestneam, Ihe most 
ambitious and grand scale project yet, Those with the patience of a saint 

i should keep a close eye on VGMix (www. vgmin.com}, which will contain 
a bounty of exclusive music assuming it gets re-launched before evil 

■ robots declare music obsolete. In the meantime, you can check 
out Dwelling of DueEs {dod.vgmix.com), in which many of toe 
bast arrangers compete monthly in a free-for-all or theme-based 
battle. IF you want to be a crazed groupie, you can chase after the 
various video game bands, like The OneUps and Tha Minibosses, 

which roam around the country putting on some rock your socks off 
concerts. You can catch them and others at conventions such as 
Penny Arcade Expo and MAGFest. As all these exceptional talents 
in Japan and tha rest of toe worid work to elevate themselves to the 
ranks of professionals, it's dear that the Future for video ga me music 
is truly bright, 

deiidousty 
cheesy 
arrange 
album 
included with 
Killer Instinct. 
Regarded as 
comic relief ai 
best, Killer Cuts 
did little to sat a 
precedent, bul 
when Sony Joined 
the soundtrack 
Eia. niche RPG 
publishers rose 
to fame on the 

coattails of Final Fantasy VII Realizing (hat 
their 'hardcore' audience had an appetite for 
all things Japanese, publishers began including 
game Soundtracks such as Working Designs' 
Lunar, Lunar 2, and Growfenser: Generations 
Deluxe. Atlus followed suit with CDs packaged 
in Rhapsody and Shin Megarrn Tensec Nocturne 

and Digital Devil Saga 

^r~~‘ Squaresoft treated 

h ft fans to a Final Fantasy 
Anthology music compilation. Ubi Soft 

added their own selection to Grand ia 2, 
and Saga's limited edition Shenmue 
contains a 'JukeBox" disc. White 
RRG fans are at an advantage in 
collecting, plopping 5 bucks on a 
pre-order opens up access to a 

greater variety of music. However, 
many companies are reluctant to 

manufacturer a soundtrack For every 
copy of a game, so they print a limited 

number as a purchase Incentive. Promo 
soundtracks can be Found For everything From 

Dance Dance Revolution to Resident Evil 4 

- Kristina Potts 



Collaborating on a Boy and His Blob with David Cranes Dave and E enjoy 
collaborating cm precis, that's why we started Skyworks together. I think A 
Boy and His Stab may be Dave's most original gerne concept and one of (be 
toast unique games ever released. We had a great time working on that 
project. The reason it has two locations (Earth and Blobqlonia) was purely 
so that we couM split She game in two eg accommodate a tight schedule. 
Dave did Earth and I did ESfobolonia. But the new idea of a boy and an 

amorphous character thai becomes his toolkit was purely Dave, purely genius. 

I Legendary video game developer Garry Kitchen dishes on Donkey Kong’s "missing" levels, 
his 20-year partnership with David Crane, and the brave new world of "advergaming." 

With more than 20 years of experience ifi interactive entertainment, Garry Kitchen has been 
involved in video games since the beginning. His innovative handheld electronic gams 
Bank Shot, marketed by Parker Brothers in i$3Q, was named one of the 10 best toys of 
the year by Omni magazine. That same year. Gany '’backed' the Atari 2600 game system. 

| developing Space Jockey, one of the First third-party games lor Ihe platform 

After joining his good friend David "Pitfall?" Crane at Ac&vi&ion, Garry went on to create 
Keystone Kapers and Garry Kitchen's Gamemaker, a powerful yet easy-to-use game 
design kit for the Commodore 64, so who better lo grace VGC with his presence in our First 
installment of Creator's Spolhght. 

GettFng started in games: I was working in an engineering firm in I960, doing design and 
invention on electronic handheld toys i worked on a successrur handheld toy marketed by Parker Brothers (Wildfire 
Pinball) and than I invented a follow up product for Parker Bros.. Bankshoi Poor, These were both 4 bit miaoproces- 

| sor-based consumer products utilizing LED's as the display. Pretty primitive by any 
standard, but still fun to play. 

Engineering the Atari 2600 and creating Spate Jockey: l went out and bought an Atari and opened it up 
to see haw it worked Luckily, I was an early adopter ot the Apple tl computer and the Atari shared the seme processor 

the Apple (6502). t engineered an "umbilical cord" that connected the two systems and used the Apple's capabilities 
to 'dissect" the Atari machine, After an arduous six months, we had a blueprint of the 2600 and my first finished video 

Space Jockey. Since we hadn't had access to anyone's confidential data (Alan or Activision), we had no legal 
entangtoments to worry about. It was a squeaky clean “back-engineering" project 

On the limitations of programming for the Atari 2660: It was a "badge of honor" to be goad at it and able to write 
games and. therefore, we laved to complain about how limiling it was. But honestly, I enjoyed 

programming that system immensely. It was very ffexiote, so there were infinite ways to accomplish a programming 
goal Yes. we jumped up and down when we moved over to the Atari 600 or Commodore 64 because of the advance 

; hut the challenge always was, and still is, gelling the most out of Ihe system you're on When we do a 
browser-based Web game today, we're still dealing with limitations familiar to us from 25 years ago: 
limited processing power (since a Web browser steals a Id ot the horsepower) and limited file srze (the 
games have to be delivered online so it's not like a DVD-based game) El's dejja vu atl ewer again. 

On creeling Coteco's Donkey Kong for the Atari 2600: it was an 
extremely difficult adaptation to pull oft. First of all, toe 2600 'background- 
graphics are, by definition, horizontally symmetrical, which made the 
sloping ramps (part of the game's signature rook) nearly impossible, i 
had to spend an incredible amount of time coming up with a way lo "work 
around1 ilm hardware to achieve an opening screen (level 1) that looked 
like the coin-op game That huge up-front effort was worth it, though, as : 

was ultimately pleased with the way the first level played as compared to the coin op I've heard from many people I 
that they thought it wes great fun, certainly closer to Ihe arcade feel than the Inlelhvisiwi version (which did not 

J feature sloping ramps) There were two constraints of note (Ihat the general 
public may not know): First. I couldn't use an 8K ROM. so I was limited to 
4K. and second the game was literal ly taken out of my hands before I had 
lime (or the ROM space, as it turns oul) to add the other two levels of the game (.the atevator and "mud pre" factory 
levels], I've been asked many limes why the ^ame didn't have all tour fevels, that's the answer The game used- 
all 4,096 bytes, not one less than that, I worked the final 72 hours of the project without sleep to got it out. 

business standpoint, can you argue with (he 
lalysi s report that said that in 1962 Coleco 

of Donkey Kong tor the Alan 
npany, Maybe those guys 

GairieM; 



On game developers who got their start working wilh Game- 
Maker; There were some great games made by fans of Game- 
Maker. In fact, there is still a site for people who continue to I 
use the product Cm atwaye nattered when i meet an accomplished game developer who tells me that they got 
their start wilh GameMaker Last week, I spoke to a VP of business development at one of the major publishers 
who responded to my e-mail with "you aren't THE Garry Kitchen, are you? As in Garry Kitchen's GameMaksr?" 

GAME CARTRIDGE On the rise of Advergamirtg; Advergaming is the strategy of using a game as part of an advertising campaign 
The brand message is integrated into the game experience, for the same reason that brands appear on Gone Id 
Trump's Apprentice TV show. Marketing can be ignored if it is outside the entertainment experience hut a brand 
can be pari of Ihe engagement of the consumer if they are inside the "show," Video games are a good medium for 
advertising {sometimes} because that's where tine eyeballs are today. 
Millions of hours of TV viewing have shifted to the Intemel and console I 
games. And besides, done welt, advertising in games actually enhances 
the experience. For example, a baseball game Pooka more realistic with 
Kodak and Cinguler signage on tiie facade, instead of a bare wall or 
obviously phony ads {eg,, Joe's Pizza). 

On the history and future of "casual'' games; A casual game is a 
compelling game that has a low barrier In entry It s a game that can 
be learned very quickly and played in relatively shod sessions. They 
weren't called casual games in 1995 whan Dave and I starting 
doing them online, they were just what we wanted to work on, We had 
become disenchanted with the focus in the console game business on 
3D graphics, faster processors, big CD-ROMs, and full-motion video 
sometimes al Ihe exclusion of good game play How many $8-51QM 
(produclton budget) games have you played that weren't as fun 

as Tetris? Wa just wanted to do fun games that could be done on a reasonable budget and schedule, 
driven by one great designer with a vision, And t think casual games will continue to grow, becoming a 
significant part of the game business going forward. 

On providing professional leget testimony: i got mlo that when t worked at Actrvtsion and they were 
sued by Magnavox for the original 'Pong.' video game patent (Ralph Baer, Banders Associates). 

Activision lost that case and needed someone {a designer) to testify in the damages phase 
of the trial, I was “volunteered " A couple of years later Nintendo asked me to testify on 
their behalf in a case against Atari. Wilh some experience in video game cases, I now do 
one or two a year. I provide testimony on patents, copyrights, game design, internet 
technologies and general software development 

On designing games for licensed properties; It is very difficult to design 
a great game based on a licensed property. That's obvious because 50 many 
have failed trying to do it, some notably like E T. on the 2500. Sad v&. the 
Space Mutants was an example of one where we had tremendous pressure 

on us to make a greet game. There were high expectations tor that franchise in video games. One thing 
we did tor the Simpson's was to immediately hire a creative person with a good understanding of the 
property. Barry Marx Berry came to us Trom Warner Bros, and DC Comics and was invaluable on film 

and TV properties Barry and I worked closety on the storyline 
for Space Mutants, one which I think worked wan as a game 
and was (rue to the property 

On third party development for Nintendo vs. Atari: Nintendo had a stronger hold on 
the business wilh a patent as a deterrent, but they actually encouraged third-party 
publishing. It took a while for Nintendo to recognize there was any value m making games 
m the U S,, though. The first time we asked them for a development system (1986), they 
said, "Why would you want that? All the games are made in Japan " 1 think A Boy and his 
Blob realty opened their eyes that mere were great games to be made in the US. 

There was a Nintendo DS version in development and Dave was leading the design. The 
early work looked great, bulihe publisher ran into financial troubles end cancelled the project 
We'd like to resurrect it someday if Ihere is a publisher who has interest, 

On ‘'violent" videogames: Both Dave Crane and I have pretty much stayed away from 
"violent' games (blood and guts) so things like A Boy and His Biob, Bart Simpson and 
Keystone Kapers fit our style I’m a big history buff and I’ve always liked military hardware/ 
simulators, so I guess (games tike Super Batiletenk) were a nature! Funny, we never 
considered our military games violent, you never saw anyone die, ii was always Just 
machines. 

In 2003, Garry was given a lifetime achievement award tn video games at the 
Gaming Expo, His current company. Sky-works, is a developer of brand-sponsored 
gaming and other casual games. 

Gary Mofiohan 
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Since the dawn of video games, am me was triers. While Japanese animation predates video games by 
decades, it didn't become the huge phenomenon it is now unlil the 1900s. which, not so 

coincidentally. was atso the lime Japanese-developed video games came into iheir own. 
Now in the 2\st century, one has to wonder if the status of both anime and video games 

would be the same if one or the other was missing, and the perfect ex¬ 
ample of cross-promotion is the anime-bssed video game. 

However,in those early days a distinct line was drawn 
between the two. The colorful, Irvety characters of anime and 

their exciting adventures in fantastical-worlds seamed like video games in film 
**[ form, Out converting those masterful hand-drawn and painted cels into 

, a digital program produced some rough-edged results Even the 
r most talented of sprite artists could not replicate Inc- smooth lines, 

vivid colors, and fluid movements cm the hardware 
le time. At best, fans were treated to squat, deformed 

their beloved characters m worlds that seamed to 
grasp the atmosphere of the source material, white 

^ gamepfay seemed (o roughly match what the characters might experience. When 
the 1990s rolled around, tha new 16-bit consoles offered greater possibilities lo 
developers, but something was still1 missing And then came, the 
CD-ROM. 

Going from cartridge to disc was like night and day. Portraits, musio, and voice acting could all 
be pulled directly from the source, and the storage space even allowed for full-motion video dips of choice 
scenes The line between video games arid anime was blurring. Games were to longer simply based 
on anime; now they fell like anime. In Japan, the PC Engine CD-ROM and the Mega CD made great 
strides for the arnr,e-licensed gams, but the Sega Saturn, a 32-bit 2D powerhouse, brought about 
the true renaissance period for anime games, a Irme i n which anime and video games became one 

One very popular genre on the Saturn was the "digital comic" - an interactive movie of sorts that 
consisted largely of cut scenes and reading, usually gwing the player only a limited rote determining 
which direction the plot will go. Most were original creations, but they looked so much like anime that 
you could swear they ware licensed. Yel many were based on a preexisting anime such as 
El-Hazard' The Magnificent World, Neon Genesis Evangelion, end even HokutOTO Ken, which you'd 
think shouEd contain non-stop, butt-kicking action yet doesn't, Some releases forego the "game" 
altogether, instead offering fans digital "libraries" consisting of nothing but art galleries and 
information, such as Lupin the 3rd Chronicles and Sadamoto Yoshiyuki: Illustrations. The only 
problem wilb these digital comics and museums is that they are completely import unfriendly, 
offering little to no enjoyment unless one knows fluent Japanese. However, even if one does, your 
satisfaction is wholly dependent on your fondness for the source materiel. 

While they may not feel like an interactive episode of anime, lei's now focus on the games that take a more f 
traditional approach lo gameplay and shoot down the notion thai alt licensed video games invariably stmk 
like dung. Having the dubious honor of being Ihe last Saturn game released in the United States, Magic 
Knight Rayearth is tha onty anime-based title in this article to have received a domestic release, and. 

fortunateiy, it is also possibly me best anlme-hcensed game that the industry has ever seen 
^1 f' its creation was a no-brainer considering the show was designed to impart Ifte feel 

l of a role-playing game, with the fantasy selling, growth of the heroines' 
abilities, and the acquisition of new spelts end equipment alt for the 
purpose of destroying the ultimate evil threatening me world. White H would've 

_ been simpfe lo throw the cast inlo a generic RPG (see the Super Famicom game 
of the same name), tha devotopers of Magic Knight Rayearth went above 

- and beyond the call of duty, creating a Zeida-slyie adventure that would be 
I b _ V yjHvt3?£Pf£fabulous even without the license to carry it A draam come true to fans, 

many believe the game actually outshines the source material And in a 
time when ammo-based games rarely left Japan, Working Designs 

recognized its quality and worked three years to bring it to America, 
albeil in low numbers. Magic Knight Rayearth will take a real bite 
l into the wallet of the collector, costing roughly the same as it 
I did brand new in 1998 

Those reedy to really break the bank can invest in Crows: Tha 
Battle Action, a notonous utte among Saturn collectors. Based 

on an obscure manga and anime, Crows appears as if it should be 
a lough-as-natls brawler, but upon loading it up, you'll be surprised 

lo find goofy, super-deformed thugs not unlike the kids In the Kunio- 
kun senes, famous for River City Ransom. Kunio fane are a dieherd 

bunch, so the similar style is surely one reason that Crows demands 
such hig h prices. When you add in a very limited print rue, 

you get a beal-em-up thai consistently seifs for over 1£HJ 
dollars. 

For the collector on a budget who desires a game 
based on an anime a bit more recognisable. 



there is a mountain of affordable titles possessing the preeminent Mobile Suit Gundam license, bui a picky player should head straight For the Gaiden trilogy. 
Featuring first-person 3D battles From the cockpit of a mobile suit, the Gaiden series should provide Fans with all toe action they could want. Easier yet, one can 
simply opt For The Blue Destiny. a box set containing all three titles. For those who want a little more brains with their 'bols, there are two strategic Super Robot 

Wars releases, entries in a fong-running. cull classic senes that was only recently introduced lo Americans wilh Super Robot Taisen: Original 
Generation on Game Boy Advance. However, as that litle suggests, the U.S. release 

possesses completely original mecha. It remains to be seen if a true Super Robot 
Wars will ever cross the Pacific due to licensing woes, but those willing to 

, import can enjoy a bonanza oF characters From nearly every rol 
l ever created. 

One cannot menlton Gundam without acknowledging the other 
anime behemoth oF (hat ere, Dragon Bali, and the Saturn came ini 
existence at the peak of Dragon flail 2's popularity m Japan, Letting 

. no opportunity pass. Bandai released Dragon Ball Z. Idainaru Dragon 
Bad Denseisu and Shin Butouden. which both appeared on 
PlayStation, hut the general consensus Is Chat they 

Faired much better on Saturn. Shin Buiouden, unlike 
its PlayStation equivalent Ultimate Battle 22. went with I 
2D backgrounds and split-screen Fighting that 

hearkened back lb the Fan. favorite style present in the 
Super Famicom games, 

Mow mat we have me manly siufF out oF ihe way. how about we gel in touch wilh our feminine side? IF you can 
handle a game so cutesy and sweel it'll make your (eeth rot, Chibi Maruko-chan no Taisen Puzzle Dams dishes out some 

satisfying puzzle action featuring the adorable children's anime star Maruko-chan. After Ihe original arcade Taisen 
t Puzzle Dame. Konami resorted to tacking on various licenses From anime and then- own game franchises Tor most 

subsequent releases, so onOe you've played one, you've played (hem all. If you like your girls a bit older. Tenchi MuyoF 
Ren.se Hitsuyou offers an overtoad of zany, insane women In another solid puzzle game from the Puyo Puyo school of 

L design For more loony ladies, check out the RPGs Slayers Royal and its sequel. Like Magic Knight Rayearih, the Slayers 
^ anime already felt like a video game from (he get-go, so this made for a silky smooth transition. One of the nicest features 

oF ihe Slayers Royal series is lhat the FMV was designed specifically for the games, and the quality of the animation, and 
acting 1$ nghi on par with the show, 

On Ihe subject oF RPGs. Enix chose IQ largely ignore Sega during their entire existence as a< 
hardware company, but Ihe Saturn. Sega's most successful system in Ihe Japanese market, convinced 

Enik So betray that mustachioed plumber and release a handFul of games For lhat blue, spiky mammal. 
One of the most notable of these is Min pen Manma.ru, a 3D platform game starring a cute ninja penguin. I t I 

may not win any awards For gameptey, but ISLs a decent enough diversion with wacky Earthbound-style 
enemies. For the collector,, it’s worth II just to pull It off Ihe shell and prove your friends wrong when they say 

“Enix only made games For Nintendo and Sony," 

By now you may be thinking that anime contributed greatly lo the Saturn, but if you think it's a one-sided 
you’d be dead wrong. The visual appeal of the Saturn, with rts capabil liras for high-resolulion 20 and l 

Fledging 3D. inspired anime production studios to convert its landmark games lo 
film. For better or for worse. Panzer Dragoon, Sega s flagship (or should lhat be 
"flag-dragon?") Saturn series, was not so fortunate to receive Ihe anima treatment, 
as fans around Ihe world wept at the abysmal wreck that it was, At under 30 

minutes, there was no hope of viewers becoming absorbed in the plot beFore it 
finished, and the mediocre animation and unlikable cast didn't help matters 
any. Luckily. flaky ra Taisen, a series so huge in Japan that it has its own 
restaurant, Fained much bettor which can be attributed to Ihe fact that the 
source material was already so reminiscent of anime thal they even broke 
the gameptay into episodes, with eyecatches and previews placed accord¬ 
ingly Add in lots of prelly ammo girls piloting meoha and enough cherry 
blossom petals to drown s man and you have Ihe perfect reape for t 
anime trial'll make olaku drool. For the ultimate oddity, there's the 
animated short based on Mahou Gakgen Lunar, a side-story in toe 

Lunar series that received a lukewarm reception. While there is 
nothing inherently wrong wilh the game or anime, >t begs Ihe 

question: why would they create a Lunar anime based on ihis £ 
not Ihe tremendously popular main entries? 

Truly, in this height of 2D superiority, toe mediums of amn 
and video games had Fully joined ttwasri t simply a literal 

matter of turning a show into a game or vice versa., frut^/ 
lost perception of any distinction al all. The most telling ex- amples 

are in Gama Tengoku: The Game Paradise and Harukaze Sentai V-Force, 
iwo ordinal releases toat were boxed with anime shorts based on the game 
content So which came first - the chicken or the egg? This new joyfully mixed 

era of entertainment brought heightened prosperity lo both industries as they 
. cross-promoted each other, and anime fans and video game collectors alike can rejoice in the lasting results. 

- Kristina Potts 
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Batman Mario’s Picross 

*11 Vt ill i \l Kin t Cottectibility: It's hard to imagine 
^ intpndopubli shed game to be hE 

‘jhTjjii J t find. bet Mario's Picross1 ralher in; 
g 11| VF\ ' clous debut effectively limited the 
0 \6 ^ t ~ boxes in the market, It's also i 
H, \ jp\ *f tie .which improves iis detiimbsi 
H. -M il 4 \ _--K collectibLe. The game actually b 
ft \t\ V#^T \ jit to play is icing on the proverbia 
HI- 1 ■ I but its "gotta have if status for 
ft 1 L—fen$ has been taken down a tew 
B thanks to ttie budget release of 2Q07's PtCro: 

me puzzles toui:c in Mario's Picross are a mare Wi Fi downlc 
for DS owners. 

Platform; NES 
Developer: Sunso-fi 
Publisher SunSoft 
Release Dale: 1 #22/69 

IH 
Batmania 

When Tirri Burton's Balmon hrl 
theaters in 1989, the resulting 
Batmania unleashed a flood of 
merchandise, including T-shirts, 
puzzles, action figures, and much 
more One of the better Bat-prod¬ 
ucts released during this lima was 
Balmen tor the rCS, a side-scroii- 
Ing combat game lliat fans of the 
franchise should truly appreciate. 

The Good Guy 
Arnned, with a potent punching ability, three typos of jumps, and Ihe capacity 
to add a spear gun. a Batarang. and a dirk (which spirts in Ibree directions) to 
bis arsenal, Batman is well equipped la run. leap, and tight his way trough the 
game's quintet of dark, atmospheric slages" Gotham City, the Axis Chemical 
Factory, the Underground Circeil, line Laboratory Ruins, and the Cathedral. 

The Bad Guys 
obstacles to » - - numerous _over (electrical charges, industrial 

waste, and the like} and a bevy of 
basic bad guys to baltie (including 
K.G. Beast and Deadshot}, but the 
real challenges come at the end each 
of level when ifs time to face one of 
five different bosses: Killer Moth. the 
Machine Intelligence System, Ihe 
Eleclrocutioner. (he Duef-Ccmtamer 
Alarm, and, of course, the Joker, who 
Is especially tough to beat 

To Buy or Wot lo Buy 
Super-heroes have a spotty history 
when ■( comes to video games 
(Superman for the NES is ana of 

the worsl games ever made), bul Batman is an action-packed adventure that 
couch-bound Gaped Crusaders will thoroughly enjoy. The game lacks Danny 
Elfman's powerful score from the movie, but the replacement music certainly 
doesn't detract from (he fun gameplay. 

Reviewed by Bee!! Weiss, author of Classic Home Video Games 1972-1984 

Platform: Nintendo DS 
Developer: Jupiter 
Publisher Ninlendo 
Release Date: #30/9? 

Even Ibe Baba struck oul in his fair share of 
plate appearances, so it's probably not a 
complete shock (hat Nintendo has a few 
misses in its library as well Mario's Picross 
must be considered one of Ihose failures, 
despite the publisher’s noble attempt at publicising the game wrthm ils 
best-selling magazine. Nintendo Power devoted multiple issues on how to 
play, hopiog puzzles on the printed page would entioe its young-skewing 
audience to exercise their gray matter as much as (heir thumbs. 

The inclusion of Mario, however irrelevant to (he gameplay itself, proved 
Ninlendo wanted to ride Ihe plumber's suspenders as far as it could lake 
them. It wasn't far. Mario's Picross, at least here in the Stales, was a new 
form of puzzle game and it Involved numerals, The premise jusi didn't 
compute for the majority of players, and a decade would pass before Sudoku 
would grip the nation 

It's a shame, too. since Mario's Picross is 
highly addictive. You are eased into the 
game wilh small puzztes to start, and an 
optional hint system adds another con¬ 
venience for those new to the concept 
With 
battery-backed memory and a total 
of 256 puzzles to complete, Mario's 
Picross offers more than 60 hours of 
brain-leasing fun for logic lovers and 
the crossword crowd- 

Eft CtT .u* 

Playability: The object is to fill in (or cross out} 
a grid’s squares using deductive logic. Each row and column 
has one or more numerals adjacent to the grief, ielling you knew the number 
of correct squares hut not necessarily their positron. By intersecting each row 
and column, you must rule out squares to reveal Ihe correct ones, Eventually 
a picture emerges, ranging from 5x5 to 15x15 in size. While you are given 30 
minutes to complete each puzzle, an incorrect guess results in a lmne penalty 

Mario's Picross m ight be one ot the ooly times you'll see Mario in a pith 
helmet (Nintendo apparently viewed Ihe puzzles as archaeological "relics' 
that need chiseling}. With Mano tucked away in the upper left corner, the 
game's interface never gets in the way ot lhe puzzle solving The Control Pat 
moves ft cursor around the grid, the A button dusels out a block, and the B 

button marks a block wilh an UX." No fuss, no 
muss. 

ard to 
rather inauspi- 

the number 
It's also a Mario 

its desirability as a 
actually being fun 

ihe proverbial cake, 
it" status for puzzle 

a few notches 
Picross OS. All 

mere WhFi download away 

- Scott Alan Marriott 

Review 
Ratings 

Awful 9= Poor 9= Decent 9= Good $= Great 



[Fain and beyond, After the firs! le 
cider you want to tackle the zest, 
it's appreciated nonetheless. 

o-i legibility: The Guy Game remains highly 
oltoctibte stnoe it was banned from sale less 
her its 2004 debu I. One ot foe girls was al- 
►gediy 1-7 at the lima of riming, so she fifed i 
lawsuit against the publisher and «ib game j 
'as subsequently shelved. While developer J 
bp Heavy Studios later released a DVD I 
OtrpiiaJi::>n of Ihe legit' footage online, the M 

Wild Guns provides a great arcadCrStyte experience, 
shooter, and ra recommended to anyone who likes a 
'their western ti looks good, plays fast, and has enou 
friend: fifing away again and again. Wish so many (tiff' 

out foene, it’s nice 
.$*} { . ‘ h-M r-ew gtv.inc n the 
*2x2jC PSJ \s 

** - ■ fl new by giving it«te 

in tour rounds of competition. The Flash- 
G-Meter is important since each girl briefly 
exposes her love muffins whenever she's 

1 wrong, and there are a lot of wrong an- 
I ewers. Yet until the Flash-0-Meter is FitSed. 
1 all you'll see are logos or pixels covering 
9 up the naughty bits. 

a drinking-style Up to four players can also compete in 
ing customized rules. One player acts a 
shmenf for foose who don't adhere to these rules, such 

ermission to relieve oneself (preferably in a bathroom) Of 

The Guy Game 
pfatform: Playsiaiion 2. X Box, PC 
Developer: Top Heavy Studios 
Publisher: Gathering. Take Two 
Release Date 073-1704 

Booze and boobies. That's about all there is to 
know about Tha Guy Game, a title aimed squarely 
al an audience looking for something to do 
between funnel shots and beer pong. Sure, 
there’s actually a trivia game underneath it aH, Out 
to say it's a selling point is like saying 
Baywatch should be studied for its CPR 
techniques. Included are over 1.DQ0 pop-culture- 
questions and video footage of more than 60 
females filmed during spring break on South Padre Island 

Players begin by choosing one of eight oomsty cheerleaders who will offer 
them ■encouragement'* by appearing in. various sieges of undress Inspired 
by shock jock Howard Siern's "The Homeless Game' segments as well 
as the syndicated game show Street Smarts, the crux or The Guy Game 
involves guessing what an interview subject (in this case, a nubile 
college coed) might_sa^^n response to a specific question. 

In each of the game's 20 episodes, players 
must Hu a Flash-O-Meter by winning cash 

The Flash- 

Wild Guns 
Platform: Super Nintendo 
Developer: Natsume 
Publisher. Natsume 
Release Date' 1994 

variant leaturing customized rules, une piayer acts as rreseoani hihj 
decides the "punishmenT for 
as failing to ask permission to relieve 
course, these can he as goofy or as illicit as you want. masting mis game 
almost essential for fraternities and dorms across the nation 

Playability; Unfortunately The Guy Game nffers as much depth as its 
video subjects, so- it won't lake long lo breeze through foe episodes. While 
there are Ihree mini-games that can be played outside of the trivia, ibey are 
forgettable. Your ultimate reward is being able to watch footage of selected 
silicone-enhanced hctties prance aimlessly around the beach. 

Unless your name happens to be Slither. Booger. Bluio, or Peter Griffin, 
you're belter off sticking wilh a real trivia game like any entry in ihe excellent 
You Oon'l Know Jack series, end satisfying your carnal urges with an adult 
video. The Guy Game has 1' 
repeal far too quickly to i— 

Collectibility: The T 
collectible since it v 

was i 

company shortly went oul l 

- Scoff Alan iWamdff 

- j ftvi isv fty rrjf 

Similar thematically to the Super NES 
wild west shooter. Sunset Riders, 
blsfsume's own Wild Guns jumps 
info the fray bringing wilh il a unique 
sense of siylet a different perspective 
on controls, and bright vivid visuals that won't leave any shooter fan wanting. 

Everyone Has Lheir favorite "old west' 
stories. Some people like the tales of 
the quick draw outlaws, white some 
prefer the legends of the old saloon 
poker games. Most people, however, 
forget about the real old west: the 
robots. Ihe missile launching mini- 
trail’s, the hang gliders, and of course, 
the dune buggies. Thankfully, some¬ 
one finally got Ihe old stories right. 

Wild Guns, as opposed to a standard 
side scrolling shooter, takes place from | 

behind the beck of either Clint, (he square-jiawed chiseled stereotypical male 
tead, or Annie, who's packing some heat under that bonnet 

The first thing you'll notice is that the game plays vary qoick. Blink too often, 
and you'll end up seeing ihe "game over" screen before you empty your six- 
shooter. The controls, while indeed 
take a fresh approach, can become a 
bit cumbersome as you try lo dodge 
enemy fire white getting in a few shot 
to take down some baddies. As you 
move your character from left to right 
your aiming reticule also moves. You 
may think you're setting up a kill shot 
but you could also be running right 
into some Bullets headed yourway. 
Ttiis can become even more 
confusing whan a second player jomi 
ihe fight. Luckily, the destination of 
your enemy’s bullets is highlighted, s-- 
it holps you to plan your movements. 

Once you get foe hang of the controls, the game itself is an enjoyable 
experience Each level is broken down into a few different areas, complete 
with mini-bosses, end lopped off wilh a crazy end-level boss. Each of them 
has a different feel, taking you from Ihe desert, to a gold mine, lo a runaway 

‘ ' r+~' the first level, you're offered ihe option of selecting the 
t al being non-linear, bui 

v is a very satisfying 
little sci-fi mixed with 

h to keep you and a 
._.„..t kinds of shooters 
i to see a game break 

...,. .a genre., while simultane- 
j an old idea and making it feel 

J its own personal style 

- Evan Phofps 

Review 
Ratings = Awful $= Poor 3= Decent ^=Good »= Great 



Platform: Xbox 36Q/PS3 
Developer: Sega Racing Studio 
Punisher: Sega 
Release Date: I(v09f07 

Developer Team Ninja 
Publisher: Tecmo Inc. 
Platform: Xbox 36D 
Release Date; November IS, 2006 

Wickedly fast and visually stunning, M 
Sega Rally Revo brings the addictive M *4 

arcade hit back lo US consoles after <pr 
eight years All-new ’GeoDeforma- J 
tori’ technology allows tracks to be 
tom up and licensed cars to get downright dirty as you 
blaze and bounce over different surfaces Next-gen 
visuals aside, gameplay is straight out of 1935... bul 
that's a good thing The small selection of 23 tracks is 
balanced with oUen-brutat opponent Al, guaranteeing a 
place in your play stack for a long time. 

Dead or Alive Xtreme Beach Volleyball must have sold . * ^■fcTiT ' 
fairly well, or maybe Team Ninja couldn't resist a chance t 
at rendering bouncy women with the polygon-pushing At" • 
Xbox 360. In either casej the premise hasn't changed ** -^Pf™ 
much, which is to soy you'll spend more time sightseeing than playing, A 
tropical island serves as a vacation hotspot for nine female characters from 
Tecmo's famed fighting senes. Once again island activities during your two- 
week stay are merely an excuse <0 see women in bikinis. Hilariously unsublfi 
camera angles will make you Skunk you are either a member of the paparazzi 
or someone who wears bench coals in any weather. 

^* ^ft0r or,e lhe 9Jfls 3& V0lJir 
1"jBKBil al|ter e3° yos>rgoal is to befnend one 

of the oilier buxom babes relaxing on 
the island so she will become your vof 

1 teybali teammate. This Involves buyine 
if &M gifts StJc^ as books, swimsuits 

and so forth Each gid has 
Vi- -. spacifiic tikes and dislikes, so you'll 

have to spend money at various shopi 
to find the right trinket or bauble. Since the inventory changes each day. itie 
bulk of Xtreme 2's content is earning money just so you can throw it away 
on stuff to impress someone who just may not be lhat into you That, as the 
saying goes, is life 

■7^* Three modes of pEay, a greal <#■»- -> 
eel ion cars and $ch:h 

courses already unlocked allow 
i *r anyone to hop in and get racing Quick Race efforts 

reveal new pai nt Jobs for driving set miles with each 
»»^^Scar and expect to see a few familiar Sega-lhemed 

■ k 1 here Clia:npionch:p Mode is a points-based 
■ ’> t ^ J sc nes that offe rs an 1 nitial six cars with more 

opening up as you progress. You'll also unlock 
additional tracks including reversed versions end tricky 

special courses Whether you choose Road or Off Road tires, 
handling is solid yet slippery with the ATS insistence On slicking to the 
racing line making passing slower cars tough 
•: Yo.i'rt1 Cl-VOyS plOCOd S!*lh '...I. O' 

at the start. i'll need <0 focus 110%on 
blowing past your opponents. 

Playability: Cash m X Ire me 2 is acquired by competing in seven mmi-game: 
or by playing slots, blackjack, poker, omoulottejDtlevbajN^^nnovIna as 
it was m li’e first game with -i n: c 1 
AI s inptistic com ols, and te-rib c j 
camera angles The other six rfl——— 
events arc equally disappointing. 
from pool hopping to tug-of-war to ®V 
watercraft racing, as they either 
last a Few seconds or offer no 
challenge. On the bright side .■, 
character models generally look * *** ■ 
great, and the developers went so far as to create 3 physics engine just for 
the breasts, No. that's not a joke. What is a joke, however, is how they seem 
to have a mind of their own: jiggling and wiggling hither and yon regardless 
of whether a girt is Jumping, running, or sitting. Picture Jall-Q atop a dryer on 
spin cycle and you have a good idea of what to expect 

For less stressful (but stall stiff) compaction, 
Time Attack allows you to race solo or against 
ghost cars from all over the world. Race times 
are uploaded to an online leader board, so you'll need to do your best or at 
least not worry about coming in with a bad time. Getting up (0 five olher live 

players to hop online for custom races is completely thrilling as 
it's always great to go up againsl real drivers with 

_ ■ jf their own quirks Whether you play onl ine or not, 
mft j / \ Jf hitting the road 00 genericaiiy named tracks such 
■ 1^0^ as Alpine, Safari. Tropical or Canyon never gels otd. 

Generic names aside, tracks are packed with dirt, 
mud. snow, ash and hard surfaces, each of which 

affects car handling. If you're a 360 owner. oontroNer 
vibration goes a tong way in adding to tha experience. white 
PS3 players have to imagina what a muddy canyon or slushy asphalt feets 
like until the Dual Shook 3 is released No matter which system you own. 
expect to see beautiful tracks and over 30 amazing-looking licensed cars^ 
Qtd favorites from previous Sega Rally games are here with 
some new additions, all of which make for some Ju*A 
great racing, Car sounds are near peffect.^^^^TJjBffci^^ 
and in addition to the standard issue *' **** 
J-rock and other pleasant (ones (lhat j 
can be fumed off if you like), each QurckljeTAs 11 ‘ „ - * 
Race ends with that trademark ’Game ™ '^Wb . ■('"’f_T 
Over, Yeaaaaaaaaaaah1" - J? 

The most frustrating part of Xtreme 2 is how ft actually could be an 
entertaining game if (he developers actually focused on, well, the game. 
Open up the Island so players can freely explore their surroundings, lake 
pictures of mere than Just the women, and perhaps embark on a few quests 
or two, Why not expand the activities to include ATV races, parasailing, 
horseback ndmg, windsurfing, and other expected island happenings? There 
would stilt be plenty of time to gawk al the lovely DQA characters, but piayen 
might actually have soma fun in between the drool sessions. 

Collectibility: Dead or Alive Xtreme 2 will likely have a shorter run than 
_ Tecmo's other titles an Xbox 366. and it 

m voyeuristic gameplay is something that' 
t #Ti _ not found m your typical racer, shooter 

or sports game. Will it become a prized 
^hA^UBL. collectible? if the first game is any mdi- 

'jtA Wf cation i- 5 doubtful Seine released 
a limited or col cctor 5 edition would have 

\ helped its chances 

Despite (he high challenge level, in the , Sega 
Rally Revo works wonderfulfy as a pure B^^^^ arcade-style racer. Us 
also one of those games that you'll whip out whenever your gamer friends 
drop by just so everyone can groove on tha non-stop driving Intensity. 

-Greg Wilcox Scott Alan Marriott 

Review 
Ratings >= Great Decent >- Goad Awful 
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Metal Slug Anthology 
Platform. Wri. PSP. Playstation z 
Developer; Terminal Reality 
Publisher: Atari, Ingram Entertainment 
Release Dale; Wii -12/14/06 

PSP - 02/20/07 
Playstation 2 - 3/28/07 

Most arcade games need to appeal to a different dynamic titan iheir console counterparts. You can tell simply by looking 
ai various arcade hits, such as the universally loved Pac-man, and Gataga They offer a challenge with a simple design 
that con entice many people to play even if they dcn'l consider tfiemselves a gamer Most console games, on the other 
hand are typtcalfy far more complicated, instead of being designed lor a quick burst of lun. Ihey are made to last for 
hours on end Which leads u? to Metal Slug Anthology for the Nintendo Wii Metal Slug Anthology is a compilation of 
seven arcade classics that truly set the high water mark for the arcade side-scrolling shooter, which unfortunately in this 
country is becoming an endangered species. 

Having a compelling story can be integral to enjoying a game, but the Mela! Slug series nas never had to rely on a story 
lo pull players into Ihe action, In fact, the aclual story is not terribly well known. Ft revolves around a general named 
Morden. {who looks a tuile like Hiller) who wants to replace the various world governments with one ruled by his military dictatorship. Bui who could worry 
about a story when an entire army is assembling to wipe you off the face of the plane!? 

So how can you possibly stop ihis evil madman, and his army? Well lets take stock of what you do have. You have a melee attack, using your knife for 
fighting up close You also have your irusty handgun, grenade?, and any weapons the rescued P.O.W 's give you. Also a friend can pin in for awesome 
co-op fun. And of course there are a few giant tanks called “Metal Slugs7- avail able that you can pUot throughout each revel of every game The Slugs vary 
from the typical lank, known as Super Vahirte 001, that can jump and lire Vulcan cannons in any direction. Not just that, but Ihey also have a main cannon. 
The Slugs can vary from armored suits, helicopters, and even submarines. 

Meiai Slug Anthology for the Nintendo Wii contains every Meiai Slug from the arcades. That includes Metal Slug 1-6, and the remake of the second Metal 
Sfug. Metal Slug X trial contains bug fixes, and a new final boss all running on a revised gaming engine. AH ihese versions run flawlessly on the Nintendo 
Wn hardware The beautifully hand drawn graphics are there, with no missing animation Even fhe sounds of war are heavy, and clear as ihe originals. The 
only points of contention that purists may have a problem with are a smaH amouni of slowdown, and some loading in key areas, Otherwise this is a grea! 
conversion, and a real value if you factor in |he cos! of locating the MVS arcade games, or the extremely overpriced AES versions. 

Since this is the Nintendo Wii with its extremely unique controller methods, you are probably wondering how 
Metal Slug Anthology i? controlled. The good news is there ate tens ol conirqt opfion&. You can use a 
combination of the Wii-mdte, and Nuncbuk, where you can literally tilt the Wii-mote to go in a direction. You 
can use either independently to fully control the game, with (he oplion of shaking the controller to launch 
a volley of grenades. Using the Wii-mote by itself will probably be most players preferred way to pfay, 
because once turned on lia side it obviousfy feels very much Fike a standard NES controller. Fin ally, you 
can opt to control the game with a GameCube controller if you have one lying around. Curiously, 
Ihene is no support For the Nintendo Wri Classic controller, a real disappointment because it 
seems Fike sued an obvious choice. fj jC 

Like most compilations, there ore extras i n Metal Slug Aninology. 
However, unlike other compilations, this area is ralher Ihin, As you 
play each game you are rewarded wi|h tokens, with each extra 
requiring a certain amount of tokens to be unlocked. You have ine 
given an and music items lo unlock, but not much else. There Is an 
interview, but it's just a iranscript, ndl lhat impressive considering 
this game marks the l(Hh anniversary of the senes. 

H you look at Metal Slug Anthology from all angles, you will 
nolice some glaring omissions trial should have been fixed before 
release. However. Ihe game isslilt very compelling and delivers 
on what it promises You have every single 
Metal Slug arcade game with a Tew added 
bells and whistles, which will keep fans and 
newcomers alike busy for hours enjoying ail 
the fast paced aefion 

Stephen Smith 

Ratings ..«» 9= Poor 5= Decent >=Good $= Great 
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PLAYS LIKE 
THE REAL 
ARCADE 

GAME 

PlayStation c? 

Review . 
Ratings Awful £ = Poor ■ 3 = Decent 3 = Good • 3 = Great 

- Kristina Potts 

Pepper II 
Developer: Coleco 
Publisher Coleco 
Platform: Colecovision 
Release Date: 1963 

Chulip 
Platform- PiaySlation 2 
Developer Punchline 
Publisher: Natsume 
Release Date; 2007 

If a video game couEd be personified 
and admired tor its character, Chulip 
would b$ my hero. H survived five 
years of localization limbo in ordeF to 
immigrate to America, and despite 
this long, difficult journey and ihe 
Questioning of if it would ever make 
it at all. Chulip never last its wacky 
sense of humor or ils exuberant 
oulfook on life. 

Unlike stereotypical Feudal Era 
games. Chulip offers a fresh view of 
Japan's culture by selling the game 
around Ihe 1960s. but il also has a smidgen of Japan's recent economic blues 
wilh the whole "Society has rejected me. and l want to withdraw" attitude. If 
this sounds loo historical or depressing, your mind will instantly change the 
second you smooch a turtle in your underwear, pull a ‘0ig Poopte* oul of a 
trash can, or visit a Mon-laced guy in a bathrobe who vomits up delicious lea. 
The truth is Chulip is all about rampant joy. The denizens of Long ufo Town 
may have dire problems, but you're Ihe new kid in (own, possessing endless 
optimism and two plump puckered lips Wlltt a little work and luck, you'll bring 
happiness to everyone, and in the process, you'll win the heart of the girl of 
your dreams. 

Playability: Chulrp's 
gamepiay revolves 
around interacting 
with your Muppet-Hke 
neighbors, but Ihe 
clock is always licking 
and nobody is 
waiting around for 
you. Kissable 
characters are divided 
into two categories 
- surface and under- 
gnound, and each 
requires a different 
strategy Stealing a 
kiss from a ground 
dweller usually 
only emails s bit of 
patience and stealth, 
while the 
others require puzzle-solving Ufortunateiy. waiting for an underground resi¬ 
de nt can grow tiresome, and the puzzles can become frustrating, as the clues 
given simply aren't adequate. Surprisingly. Natsume included a walkthrough 
in. the manual, so this can 
alleviate Ihe problems. 

Collectibility: Being a late PS2 release and possessing only niche appeal. 
Chulip received a conservative print run These ere some of the best 
ingredients for potential future ooltedtibilrty. Chulip was issued at a 
semi-budget MSRP of S3Q but a recent price drop on remaining copies by a 
major game retailer makes il an even more tempting buy for those who may 
have missed il ihe first time. If you're up for e laid-back expenence and zany 
humor thal goes beyond jusi off-lhe-wall to off-the-Freakin' -radar, Chulip js as 
wefcome as a kiss from the girl or guy of your dreams 

Pepper II is one of several arcade 
ports to the Colecovision. While Atari 
managed !o license the more popular 
titles for their home consoles, Coleoo 
fashfoned a nice portfolio of great 
playing arcade games that often found 
greater success In the homes on the 
Colecovision console. Pepper U, a 
coirt-op title released by Ekidy in 19S2. 
is one such game 

The orchestrated scenario consists 
of a world tied togefoer by zippers. 
Yes, zippers, like one would find in 
places such as (he crolch of one's 
pants. The goal is lo close up all the 
zippered areas, while steering clear of 
the wicked antagonists. Thai is until 
the player obtains ihe pitchfork, similar 
to Pac-Man's power pellet which turns 
the tables on your devilish pursuers, 

Initially, it seems (hat the player only needs to cover ground once, but closer 
inspection reveals that traveling beck before closing a loop actually unzips 
your zippers, making more work for the player, Dawdling in a maze for 
extended periods of time will also invite another adversary who will unlink 
your uncompleted zippered chains, forcing the player to retrace ones tracks. 

This maze game offers the unique option: to leave the maze screen before 
completing the board. On each side of foe maze, the zippered path leaves 
the screen and allows the player to travel to another maze tn a series of four 
total labyrinths. This will give the player some breathing room, until Ihe devil: 
return from all four of foe side warp tunnels ready to ambush! 

Playability: UnMke the antagonists in many maze games from the esriy 
80's. the devils sn Pepper il are programmed to maneuver Ihe maze rather 
intelligently, end (hey make for a good chase The game's pace is even more 
fra ntic tha n similar games in the genre This rapid tempo, when combined 
with foe large and sprawling maze layouts and competitive enemies, makes 
Pepper II a challenging delight to play and never leaves the player feeling 
restricted. 

Collectibility: Pepper II is one of foe more affordable 
games for the highly collectible Colecovision system, 

> finding a loose copy to play shouldn't be much of a 
challenge As with all things Caleco. a mint boxed 

copy will be much harder to oome by but probably 
won't break the bank if you find one. 

-Michael Thofnasson 
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The Simpsons Game 
Platform. Wii, PS2, PS3, PSP, XBox 36Q, Nintendo DS 

The Stmp&ons Gama <s awash in paradox. On the one hand, it is possibfy me most sell-aware video 
'game ever lull of meLa-jokes, self-deprecating humor, and witty barbs that skewer video going 
conventions. On the other hand. The Simpsons Game (hen proceeds to rely on every single video 
game cliche that it deftly lampoons. In the end. what coukl have been a promising game is hurt by its 
dedication to making fun of itself, and as such it becomes a rather average experience that rs likely 1o 

The plot is rather convoluted, mashing together elements ol an untimely alien Invasion, public furor Bw1' mH —l**' 
over (he latest 'Grand Theft Scratchy’ game, and Bad's discovery that he and his family are actii- 151 J ^J/***^ j^nSSCJK 
ally living in a video game. Perhaps lakmg a page from Hi! and Run. the developers at EA made "* ** ' ™ 
right choice m making Springfield an open environment lor players to explore There isn't much to do 
that open world, older than grab a number of collectibles, but it's enjoyable to scamper past Ihe statue ol Jebidieh Springfield as Dr Hihberf chuckles. 

The first dozen or so levels ore strewn about Springfield, and though players can theoretically pick and choose which levels to play, one musl firs! unlock all 
four main characters. Each character has unique abilities Wat must be utilized (o get Ihrough levels. Homer can belch to stun enemies. Iranslorm into a giant 

bail to crush foes, or lum into Gum mi Homer and rire gelatinous projectiles. Marge can use a bullhorn to 
"jjf Jr* ■ convince a crowd to dole on I vigilante justce or r 31 chat up the noise to stun onlookers, and she can send 

V<1 A 5 [aff ijir'WiTj Mag sic n;o light spaces. Bas s equipped with a s i-ngshot V- a Hacking enemies from afar and transform eg 
Id to "BartmarT lets him grapple onto certain areas and float using his cape. Lisa can use her saxophone to 

JjJSg^TT stun arid she can also cal; on Ida Hand of Qutldah. an arm reaching from the heavens Lo help move large 
■ - #ll items 3rd smack ;:hj: guys out ol the way All of these special ab kies are interesting but only Sari's prove 

useful outside of level specific needs. 

T I■ L- g.:I'! Up!tly tscr S •:■ xtrorV: viv nv■: 1 -\ga : r-lvi• .: 
r r.; I ;e • -.• lari i.H ■ ■:. V A j mi r y .1" •; ea y.y pr•. S oi Vin 
Tbs most frustrating aspect is the camera control, which 

makes attempting to jump from wall to wait a maddening ordeal The combat is also mundane with 
simple kicks and punches, though the characters' special powers add a bit of variety. One interesting 
aspect of the gams is the reliance on two-person learns in each level it makes for some interesting, end 
sometimes inspired, puzzles, and gives the impression of a two^playsr game, even when playing alona. 

T .-j >n ■. uriKi’buv! ...■ no parodies ai-;: fail & ukic flat f'x parody is an too ofa; 1 m -in mo appear¬ 
ance, and theme only, and rarely in actual gemeptay. It's certainly fun to see Miihouse dressed like the 

King or Al Cosmos but why the inflated 
ij'W I Homermtofikstaman himself? Classic games 

fans may :>c- nappy, though .>■ tlv.'i: are some 
■:! • .:. ,:•, i'.roci :!V i-::m 1" -i :: rs v\: :V -•• . 

5l .i too:j ng c ce c kj froi't al of tlie ;w s ncc- charac.!eis and 
rare for a game's wrihng to be 

WWp its finest coinl. but mat is the case acre. Tm> 
™ w m BRQI 

plenty of references to episodic minutiae, and the comedic presentation peppers players win a fusillade 
of joxos that an: frequently lauglvout-loud funny The video game sal ire 1.- delivered with jjarlicular aerd ^B| 

i«<;i a!; y n en ' n ex t en S impson 1 a mil y e1 ters it e G .3 me E n gj n e to s ave 1 hei ■ 9 •it 
If: i/O ns--: "i:: ,vi Inu anti vuioj auitep at I.1:it yamu'K ;;l.i:lii* ftimi <1 s:m::t«i::u:wr irxeMteriig -:>l 

metsphysioal sublimity. s. : 

1 - on stric 1 ly fr;ti a j3r ie; ay si••• rdp0iiit, Tne 
Gam • is not lor;-: ly u ssi nlai ficm : 1 . “ W 

hundreds of other cheaply produced tie-ins that 
foliow every high-profile movie or TV show. The 
difference is this game was not cheaply produced The developers seemed to know they were making 
an average game, and the process of watching a game solely dedicated1 to making fun of itself is an 
experience worth playing, While it would have been nrce for EA to make fun of video game conventions 
by creating an aII-new experience, it probably wouldn't have been in keeping with the universe Malt 
Greening created Essentially, the Simpsons Game is an underachiever and proud of it. 

Cfm's Brown 

Review 
Ratings >= Decent 3 = Good 3 = Great 



It's been nearly 20 years since The Simpsons first took (he world by storm, and in that lime, marketing efforts have 
plastered their faces across nearly everything imaginable, from adult undergarments lo nearly two'dozen video 
games. Like any good licensed title, most of those games were nothing more than lame money-grabs attempting 
to capitalize on the show's popularity, bul just as the show has switched its focus from the underachieving Bart to 
the incompetenl Homer, so too have the games evolved. A brief rundown on the evolution of Simpsons games 

The Simpsons: The Arcade Game - Sure, maybe a side’scroilmg beat 'em up doesn't exactly scream The 
Simpsons, but those games were alt the (streets of) rage at ihe time, and playsFs were Just happy to control the 
yellow characters for the first time. (Images 1.2,43) 

The Simpsons; Bart vs. the Space Mutants - Known for frustrating controls and a high level of difficulty, (his 
marked ihe first Simpsons game to make ii to home consoles Players spray-painted things purple and grabbed 
hats to help Bart save the world from aliens. (Image 4) 

Bart Simpson's Escape from Camp Deadly - This Game Boy platformer saw Bart end Lisa frying to escape 
from a summer camp run by (he dastardly (ronfist Bums. {Image 5) 

The Simpsons: Bart vs, the World - A sequel to Space Mutants, Bart is once again out to save his family, but 
instead of aliens he's battling the mmions of Mr, Bums. (Image 6) 

Bart's House of Weirdness - This DOS only platformer featured a grounded and daydreaming Bart fighting 
aliens. tiqhy 4 Scratchy, and Sideshow Bob (Image 7) 

Bart vs. the Juggernauts The second Simpsons title for the Game Boy. this game featured seven mini-games 
meant to parody another popular show at the lime, American Gladiators, {image 8) 

Bartman Meets Radioactive Man - The final installment in Acclaim’s WES Simpsons trilogy, this time Bart is 
pulled into Ihe world of Radioactive Man m an attempt to save his com-io book hero, {image 9) 

Krusty's Fun House - The first Simpsons game to star someone other than Bart., this interesting title saw Krusly 
manipulating items around his fun house in order to lead rate to lbeir unfortunate demise, (Image 22) 

Bart's Nightmare - Yet another platformer starring Bart, this game soes him navigating a dream world as 
Bartmen, Indiana Bart, and Bartzilla in an attempt to collect lost pages of homework, ([mage IS) 

tale Jack and Ihe Baanslelk is the excuse for 

their 

as he attempts 
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lo golf while avoiding Itchy's attacks. (I mage 17) 

Virtual Bart - Another substandard platformer starring the spiky-haired bay. Virtual Bad is notable mostly far 
being the first Simpsons game to feature recorded voices from the show’s cast. (Image 23) 

The Itchy and Scratchy Game - The final Simpsons platformer from |he '90s. this game once again saw the 
demented cal and mouse antagonizing each other wilh cartoon ishiy violent results. (Image 20) 

The Simpsons Cartoon Studio - More or a design tool than a game, this application let fans take characters, 
locations, and music from the show and create their very own original Simpsons cartoons. (Image 21) 

Virtual Springfield Something of a Simpsons encyclopedia, this PC game let players roam around Springfield and 
explore familiar locations from (he show II featured dialogue written by the show’s writers and performed by (he voice 
cast, (Image 16) 

The Simpsons Bowling - The second Simpsons game to hit arcades was released nearly a decade after ihe firstr 
and, In featuring nine show characters doing nothing more than bowling, it had even less to do with the show lhan 
original arcade title (Images 27 & 28) 

Might of the hiving Treehouse of Horror The final 2D action platformer starring the Simpsons, this htfe had the 
main characters of the show reliving classic vignettes from the series' Tfeehouse of Horror Halloween specials. 
(Image 25) 

The Simpsons Wrestling The decision to eschew the platform genre lor sortietomg. different turned out to be a bad 
one, as this game foaiured poor graphics, unbalanced characters, and a blatant lack of wrosifing moves. Marry con¬ 
sider it the worst Simpsons game of all. (Image 26) 

The Simpsons Road Rage - This parody of Crazy Taxi had more than a dozen characters from The Simpsons 
universe driving tars around town delivering passengers (o their destinations. The game was so similar to Crazy Taxi 
toal Sega actually sued for patent infringement. (Images 10 &. 11) 

The Simpsons Skaleboarding - This game was released for the PS2 only and. simitar to The Simpsons 
Wrestling, was widely panned for poor graphics, bad skateboarding mechanics, and a lack of tricks (image 24) 

The Simpsons Hit & Run - The crown jewel of Simpsons games, this take on Grand Theft Aulo senes fealured a 
living, braaihing Springfield, great gameplay, a wide variety of missions, and a terrific use of (he voice talent it is easily 
toe best Simpsons game ever. (Image 

The Simpsons Game - The newest e< 

- Chris Brown 



Introduction to the Price Guide 

YoiTre about to gel into the Video Game Collector's 
bold (bul not brash) Price Guide, a crazy-big list of 
every known North American release for every major 
video game system from the ancient Atari 2600 to 
trip Nex-Gea Consoles. Each issue’s Pnce Guide is 
updated with toe latest game releases and price 
fluctuations in toe ever-changing marital. although 
we’re often tempted la recycle the same list over and 
Over again and hope you won’t notice. 

Where do you get your prices? 
The Pries Guide's dollar values are an average of 
published and reported prices from a verity of 
sources: retell sates, eBay auctions, online price lists, 
and private; transactions Each value listed is for near- 
mint condition. Cartridges must be clean (no video- 
rental stickers or Magic-Markered names), and labels 
must be Intact (no peeling corners or “Actiplaque"). 
Discs must be unscratched and 
unresurfaced With boxed games, the instruction 
manual must be included, and both the box and! 
manual must be in near-mint condition, Scratches, 
bends, stains, folds, flpindtas. and/or mutilations will 
lower tha value of Ihe game, box andfeif manual. 

Why isn't my game fisted? 
We've worked to include all known domestic video 
game releases, but a few may have slipped past us 
while we were indulging in our daily 'RototrOrv 20B4 
session, And while we update our lists nghl up 'til ihe 
moment we have to hand over toe Excel fries to toe 
layout guy, a handful of new releases always ships 
loo late for us to include If your game is for a vintage 
system, visit our website at www.vgcctleclor.cDm and 
let us know we screwed up. 

Do you fist label and packaging variants? 
Wa list label and packaging variations when those 
variations affect a game's price. For instance. Sears 
Tele-Games versions of Atari 2600 cartridges are 
usually worth slightly more than their Atari equivalents, 
so wa supply entries for Ateri-label and Seafs4abe£ 
variants. If a variant doesn't affect toe price, only toe 
title and ils average value are listed. And white we 
don't have separate listings for Greatest Hits. Platinum 
Hits and Player's Choice budgeHabal variants, 
collectors always prefer non-budget editions 

Will anyone pay me the price listed in your 
magazine? 
A video game store won't pay you Price Guide values 
for your games, since toe owner needs to turn a profit 
In order to cover his rent, utilities, payrolls, and 
gambling habit. Most stores wilt offer a fair price for 
your games, based on a percentage of whal fhey sell 
the games for. This often depends on a number of 
factors, including the demand for a particular title, the 
number of copies already in stock, and the condition of 
your game. 

What does NCSR mean? 
NCSR Stands for No Current Sales Recorded, which 
fcs often toe case with games toat ara less frequently 
seen than Blgfoot. 



ATARIlffii 
PRICE SELECTION 

EXPERIENCE 

Guadum 
Wizard Video Games 

Complete in Box 
CONDITION GRADE B/io 

VERY FINE 
*7$5« 

Miner 2049 Volume II 
TitferVision 

Complete In Sox 
CONDITION GRADE ic/io 

FLAWLESS 
*2*5,95 

TheTews Chainsaw Massfrcre 
' Atari 

Complete in Sox 
CONDITION GRADE i6ju 

FLAWLESS 

Atari 2600, com stocks 

Seep selection of graded 

Atari 2600 c a rtd ridges 

to fit every budget 

Dealer/Wholesale Lots 

wai[able Please Inquire 

www .a ta ri2600.com 

3S05 W. Ray Rd # 09 

Chandler, AZ 85226 

780.639,9617 
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Game Bay Aduan c e a ant, N mtenda 05 Com. 
TWm Canrios# Triii? 

Miniendg DS Gain Nintendo DS Coni. 

Nintendo WimialBoM 



Sega Master Sirsient Sega Genesis Cent Sega Genesis Com. Sega Genesis Com. 
TIB# CfWIipM* 

In Dll 



Sega Genesis Cant. 





IriMwPHriM ® If *- 'HHiSMll 
Cards * Combs * To/s * Video 9omes * D VD's #* VHS 

1075 East Commercial Street, Springfield, MO 65803 
(417)865-3273 ip 

\\t°v Monday - Thursday 10:30 - 7PM 6 
Friday A Saturday 10:30 - 8PM * 

Sunday 10:30 - 5PM ^ 
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PlaySiaimn 2 Cant 

VGC Book Report 
Classic Home Video Games, 1972-1984 
A Complete Reference Guide 
Brett Weiss 
ISBN 978-0-7864-3226-4 
316 pages. Hardcover 
MSRP: $55.00 

Spanning just over a decade's 
worth of classic consoles, Brett 
Weiss' Classic Home Video Games, 
1972-1984 is a must-read for 
anyone interested in the industry's 
golden age. The hook covers famil¬ 
iar platforms such as the Atari 2600 
and CoiecoVision, but also gives 
equal respect to more obscure 
systems like the Adventure Vision: 
and Tel star Arcade, Brett does not 
shy away from giving his views 
on each game, and his style is 
concise, blending a well-written de¬ 
scription and review into a single 
entry that captures the essence of 
each title. Though brief, each entry 
is packed with enough detail to hold 
readers1 interest while aiso educating 
them. Each platform is also given its own biography, and the included 
glossary wili prove helpful to hobby newcomers and researchers alike. 
The book's few drawbacks include a cover price which weighs in at a 
hefty $55.00, not out of line for similar hardcover reference books, but 
pricey enough to limit potential sales to existing game aficionados. 

Also, the book is illus¬ 
trated with numerous 
photographs and while 
the cover is full-color the 
inside Illustrations are all 
in black and white. The 
binding is top notch and 
the cover is a heavy- 
duty coated hardcover 
StOC k. G nly two peg a s 
are dedicated to home¬ 
brew entries, but a future 
''Volume II" could show¬ 
case these titles. Clas¬ 
sic Home Video Games, 
1972-1984 is both fun 
and informative, a highly 
recommended purchase 
for classic video game 
collectors or for those 
who want a handy refer¬ 
ence for, and honest, fun 
to read reviews of, the 
many titles that made up the 
early video game scene. 

. Cfons Gavanaugh 

!mm CLASSIC 

■ home 
■ video 

GAMES 
1972-1984 

I A Complete krirt^o:t Cun!*? 

Br*tt VUfeiss 









The Last Quarter 

While at Ihe podium, Waiter Day introduced Billy Mitchell, who, in turn, introduced 
Sieve Wiebe. Beth players talked openly during iheir public addressee about their 
rivalry to be Hie first to gel 1 million points while at the event, 

Steve and Billy were filmed while at the CGE 2K4 
Two rival documentary film crews were filming at the Classic Gaming Expo during 
this weekend of August 20-22. 2004. Both crews .report that they have footage that 
shows Billy and Steve playing Donkey Kong together. One crew in particular, 
reviewing the footage filmed during the weekend, said: 
"Our footage shows the camera catching Billy playing DK and then turning 
and waving and calhng for Sieve to come lo the machine to play. Steve enters 
the eye of the camera end plays while Billy stands beside Steve, watching 
him play." There are other instances apparently in the footage that show that 
the two players were playing each other on Donkey Kong. 

Steve Wiebe and Silly Mitchell on Retro gaming Radio 
Steve Wiebe and Billy Mitchell were interviewed together by Shane Monroe and 
Brian Smith on Retrogam-mg Radio, August 22, 2004 at the Classic Gaming Expo 
2004 

Billy M,lchn !l 

fa pf fiftf rtiHif pining- w w tht J J it Crtfurji, 
AlVAtatMdfhJ'VfteHW&f w bt^jnV.vu j/3r“t$ri sn fV4|DKyiVA'rwvr tim urt dt r^rry>'«-:^r 

#*'txtin;ogimtftrf rftf rfi«r? 4^ ftrrtsaT Scu* qfWfaddfattWi 

Jsfe!ar iyin GDLOX1CE5 

Answering (he King of Kong, by Waller Day 

Of all the themes contained in ihe plot for the "King of Kong' movie, the one that Infuriates Ihe audience more than 
anything else is the idea that Billy will not interact with Steve Wiebe or meet him to play in public. 

Admrttedly, by the end of the movie, it shows that Bitly stopped associating with Steve Wiebe, I t is widely understood that 
Bitly slopped associating wilh Steve when Steve allied himself with the person who calls himself Mr. Awesome. However, 
before this rift happened. Steve and Billy were on a trajectory that could have led to a warm friendship. Here, below, is 
evidence that shows thal Steve and Billy had friendly interactions before the King of Kong movte was lilmed However, this 
evidence was omitted from the ploi of the King of Kong' movie, 

Billy Invites Steve to the CGE 2K4 
in August, 2D04, Bitly telephoned Sieve Wiebe and invited him to piny Donkey Kong at the Classic Gaming Expo 2004 
Steve accepted the invitation.. In preparation for Iheir meeting, Billy produced,, at his own expense, five copies of a 
showdown poster, which can be viewed on tbe Twin. Galaxies website. 

On Friday night, August. 20. 2004, the Classic Gaming Expo held its annual pretevent banquet, honoring the gaming 
celebrities and Expo-supporters who were on band for the festivities. At that banquet, Walter Day look the podium to talk 

about Billy Mitchell and Stave Wtebe and iheir rivalry to ba Hie first player lo reach t million points on DoriJtey Kong in a public selling Waller Day presented 
the posters lo the audience al that time and explained that the posters were to be signed and awarded to either player that reached 1 million points during the 
weekend. The posters were lo be jointly signed and awarded by the GGE and Twin Galaxies, Interestingly, neither player reached 1 million points during ihe 
weekend and neither player received a copy of the poster. 

Why is this Poster Important? 
The poster shows Billy end Steve in a warm, friendly interaction, a situaiipn contrary to Ihe attitude created by the movie, Also, it shows Billy reaching out to 
Steve - also contrary to the plot of the movie Pius.il shows that Billy and Steve did meet in perseon to play Donkey Kong together, fnteneslingly, it is important 
to note lhat the poster was going to be signed by TG and ihe CGE staff only it either of the players reached 1 million points while at !he event 

If the postern had been created to honor (he two players for scores alneedy 
achieved prior to Ihe event, then the posters would have been signed and 
presented during ihe CGE banquet held on Friday night, August 2D, 2004 
However., because the posters wera intended as rewards for scores achieved 
during the CGE 2K4 event - during a heacFtomead rivalry, Ihey were not presented 
during the ceremony This is because Billy and Steve had to earn Ihe posters by 
reaching 1 million points during the course of Ihe weekend This shows that Billy 
and Steve played each other in direct competition - contrary to Ihe slated plot of the. 
'King of Kong“ movie. 

As slated earlier, neither player owns a copy of this poster because Ihey were 
not distnbuted, since noil her reached 1 million points dunng Ihe CGE 2K4. And. 
during the course of Ihe weekend, no authentic arcade Donkey kong machine was 
available, so the Iwo of them had to switch off back 3rid forth whfle playing on an 
ArcatiePc home emulation cabinet. 

Why was Steve Wiebe invited to Speak at the banquet? 
Twin Galaxies was honoring Steve Wiebe and wished lo celebrate his 
accomplishments-which is contrary to ihe plot of the 'King of Kong.“ 

Twin Galaxies presents 

Celebrating the First 
Million Point Scores 

on Donkey Kong 
Friday, August 20, 2004 

C0E2K4 
'll 11 Wt >nti YS 11 fcf I AM I tt 1R1MC KT 

CIASJSC C iAMIMG Kvr.Vr 

thin Jdie Convention Center 

M< L ritM y H.ill. Sai i Jew?, C A 

To hear ihe original broadcast featuring Billy and Steve, pteaso visit 
http V/www.lwingaiaKies.comi'nies/billyandstaveinierview. mp3 

'0 My and'Steve meeting in person. The proof is in the pudding 
—eh, this poster. 



Net) GenflES Neb Geo Pockei Poioi Turbo Grarx-iG Yectrex TurbeGraFx-en 

visit us online atm^a0g@oOD@0Q®a@o[iB 
Get the latest and greatest info on shows, events, special issues and more! 

Order extra copies of back issues and sign up as a VGC Subscriber 

Visit all of our great sponsors with links to the best gaming resources in 
the industry! 
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Hey You! Flat thumbs! 
THE HUNCH~BACI< WITH THE BLOODSHOT EYES. 

JTdyou slnooT cW'fek?*’ 
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For $ 5 a month vou can take a shot at this monster 

DO VOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES? 

ARE VOU SOMEONE WHO MISSES THE CLASSICS? 

HOW MANV TIMES DIP YOU BEAT SONIC? 

HAVE YOU BOMBED EVERY SQUARE INCH OF HYRULE? 

DID YOU PUT THE STAR IN PHANTASY STAR? 

That came you never played, or never beat, still hauntinc you? 

CALLINC ALL SERIOUS CAMERS... ALL THE CAMES YOU CAN TAKE... 

WWW.CONSOLECLASSIX.COM 

L5MS- iEbtJSurfcl 


